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A comprehensive survey is provided of the analytical expres-
sions for the orthogonal product operator states arising from any
initial state of an IS J-coupled spin system during arbitrary RF
irradiation of one spin. These equations exactly characterize the
effect of J coupling during the application of the RF field. The
survey differentiates two kinds of spin rotation, classical and
nonclassical, where the second kind comprises any interconversion
that includes the transverse two-spin coherence states, 2SyIx or
2SyIy, as initial, transient, or final states, and the first kind com-

rises all other rotations. Classical rotations are defined as linear
otations of the nuclear spin magnetization vectors around effec-
ive fields and there is an exact correspondence between the re-
ulting vector model and the quantum mechanical (QM) equations
t all RF field strengths. The effect of scalar coupling can be
eglected for B1 > 5J. Nonclassical rotations are nonlinear in time

for a constant RF field. At high field (B1 > 50J), the effect of J
modulation is negligible, and the rotation of magnetizations is
classical to a very good approximation. At intermediate strengths
(5J < B1 < 50J), a semi-classical vector model of I-spin irradiation
s applicable in which the J-coupled precession of the S spins is

determined from a reduced coupling constant, but the effect of the
S spins on the I spins is ignored (this model has previously been
used to determine the effect of coupling during adiabatic pulses).
At lower powers, the exact QM-derived equations must be used for
nonclassical rotations, but continuous pictorial descriptions of the
rotation of magnetizations determined from the vector sum of the
product operator states are helpful in designing novel NMR ap-
plications. At all powers it is proven that the instantaneous re-
duced coupling constant acting on the S spins is J cosf, where f
is the polar angle of the I-spin magnetizations, thus establishing
the central tenet of the semi-classical model applicable at moder-
ate power. Several spinstate transformations that combine the
effects of RF and scalar coupling to produce the overall rotation
can be generated in 100% yield using low power irradiation.
Analogous transformations are also available using classical rota-
tions and, in combination with their nonclassical counterparts,
form a general class of frequency-selective pulses that we call J

ulses. Any combination of a 90° pulse and a consecutive (2J)21

delay period can be replaced with a J pulse, and some initial
approaches to designing shaped J pulses with improved offset
profiles are explored. © 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a quantum mechanical analysis of theJ-modulated be
havior of weakly coupledI mSn spin systems during RF irrad
ation on one of the spins (1), a general means was provided
calculating exact analytical expressions for the evolution o
product operator states of the system. Except for a few
mented studies detailed below, the complex effects of s
coupling during RF pulses have been avoided: Most N
experiments employ high-power square pulses so that cou
has a negligible influence (B1 @ J), and during soft frequenc
selective pulses,J modulation is often eliminated by deco
pling or spin locking (2, 3). However, scalar coupling has be
shown to have a significant effect during adiabatic inver
pulses even when these are high-power broadband pulse
J modulation can be described in terms of a straightforw
semiclassical vector model (4, 5) and the results of the mod
are indistinguishable from full quantum mechanical (QM)
culations (5, 6). Insights gained from this physical model
abled the optimization of broadband adiabatic decouplin
terms of numerous experimental variables (5–7) and expose
the common error of expecting that no signal could be
served from decoupling antiphase or multiple quantum s
states (5, 6). In this vector model it was assumed that
effective fieldBe @ J. Here we extend this research to ca
late vectorial outcomes whenBe or B1 is similar to or less tha
J, and in doing so a complete picture of spinstate transfo
tions in an IS system is established.

It is often stated that a coupled IS spin system canno
exactly described in terms of the evolution of magnetiza
vectors. But the result of any NMR experiment is detected
the oscillating electric currents induced in a coil by rota
nuclear magnetic fields in the sample. For NMR, the abs
machinery of quantum mechanics embraces reality by ex
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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330 BENDALL AND SKINNER
predicting these macroscopic vectors. Since an NMR p
sequence can be interrupted and the result measured
time, QM calculations should be able to provide a continu
assessment of the evolution of these magnetizations. Th
istence of a closed set of analytical expressions for the pr
operator spinstates (1) leaves no doubt that this is so and t
the calculations will be exact.

A detailed examination of this set of expressions shows
most RF-induced spinstate transformations correspond to s
classical vector rotations around effective fields that are th
sultant of the coupling constant, resonance offset frequency
RF field. In these cases a simple predictive vectormodelcan be
employed. However, at moderate and low RF powers, tran
mations including the antiparallel transverse spinstates,SyIx,
2SyIy, are nonclassical in the sense that they are not linear v
rotations around the vector sum of coupling, offset, and RF
At moderate power, the predictive semiclassicalmodel (4, 5)
eferred to above can still be used. But when the effective fie
f the same order asJ, the complex evolution of magnetizatio

must be calculated using the appropriate subset of QM-de
expressions (1). A vectordescriptionof the evolution is obtaine
by associating magnetization vectors with the product ope
states. Even though suchdescriptionscannot quantitatively pre
dict the path to some chosen final state, they may in favo
cases be used to indicate improvements or new variations
initial experiment, by illuminating new aspects of spin phys
Accordingly, in this article, we draw a clear distinction betw
the terms vectormodeland vectordescription: the former ar
generally predictive via simple rules; the latter serve as a gu
new experiments that should be confirmed by exact calcula

Classical IS rotations are analyzed in the next section.
general analytical expressions (1) are shown to include speci
cases that have been previously published, and exampl
given of new useful experiments, all in terms of a class
vector model.The general solution for the density matrix
terms of its orthogonal product operator components (1) facil-
itates a joint vector/QM picture of spin dynamics because t
components are readily identifiable as the magnetization
tors that are potentiallymeasurablein NMR experiments. In
third section we use the basis provided by the exact clas
vector model to explore the concept ofmeasurability.We
conclude that, together with the QM-derived equations (1), this
concept provides sufficient tools for the generation of
vectordescriptionsof nonclassical rotations. The prior lite
ture in this area is limited and misleading so subsequen
tions are devoted to a detailed analysis of nonclassical IS
transformations.

The result of this general analysis is a joint comprehensive
and vector picture of classical and nonclassical IS-spin rota
under all possible conditions of RF irradiation on one spin.
illuminates numerous principles concerning the effects ofJ mod-
ulation during RF irradiation that should yield improvement
pulse sequence design. Indeed, any IS pulse sequence (not
ing simultaneous irradiation of both spins) can be compl
se
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described in terms of evolving magnetization vectors, and
should be of assistance to those practitioners who are not e
comfortable with a purely abstract QM approach.

The study of IS spin systems subject to low RF po
illuminates a general means of combiningJ modulation with
frequency selectivity and thus a new class of selec
pulses, dubbed “J pulses,” is developed (8). Any combina
tion of a 90° pulse and a (2J) 21 free precession period in a
pulse sequence can be replaced by aJ pulse. The frequenc
response of these selective pulses can be improve
shaping the RF and the need arises to calculate the
profile from time-varying RF inclusive ofJ modulation. By
analogy with 33 3 rotation matrices for the three ortho

nal cartesian components produced in the absence o
ling (9), the six orthogonal product operator compone

relevant to classicalJ-modulated rotations can be listed a
3 6 “J-rotation matrix,” and the four components for
onclassical group yields a 43 4 J-rotation matrix. Listing

he QM results in this way provides an obvious mean
alculating the result of any shaped RF pulse by repet
atrix multiplication and provides our general results

oncise but explicit form. Some initial approaches to sh
ng J-modulated pulses are explored in a final section o
aper.
The most straightforward pictorial explanations of the p

omena involved are sought, inclusive of prior vector mod
he discussion is entirely in terms of an ISJ-coupled group
ut the general principles can be extended toI mSn spin-half

systems. In the following it is assumed that the initial exc
tion is on the S spins and that the equilibrium I-spin mag
zation has been eliminated by normal procedure (presatu
and/or phase cycling). The following treatment is applicab
any weakly coupled IS spin system subject to arbitrary co
tions ofJ coupling, resonance offset, and RF irradiation of
pin (including homonuclear systems), but neglecting re
tion effects.
Standard product operator nomenclature is used (10), but we

group all the one-spin operators,Si (i 5 x, y, or z), togethe
and describe them as in-phase magnetization, and we de
all the two-spin operators, 2SiI j (i 5 x, y, or z; j 5 x, y, or
z) as antiparallel spinstates or magnetization. Sorensenet al.
(10) further subdivided the two-spin operators as antip
magnetization (e.g., 2SxI z), two-spin coherence (e.g., 2SxI y),
and longitudinal two-spin order (2SzI z). We find that there i
value in stressing the division into the two major group
in-phase and antiparallel1 spinstates because this directly yie
the magnitude and orientation of the totalmeasurablemagne
tization vectors.

1 In recent work (5, 6) we sometimes referred to the second group
omprising “antiphase” spin states or magnetization, but this nomenc
ay be confused with that for the subset, 2SxI z and 2SyI z, as used by Sorens

et al. and many others, hence our change to the term, “antiparallel.”
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331VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
2. CLASSICAL S-SPIN ROTATIONS

The simultaneous effects of S-spin irradiation and coup
to an I spin are examined with reference to the exact anal
equations (1) and pictorial representations of the rotating
spin magnetizations. Several spinstate transformations th
cur in 100% yield are described. The following brief reca
ulation of single spin rotations establishes convention
minimal symbol set, as defined in the discussions of Figs. 1
2, is employed so that the trigonometric functions,fA to fG,

efined in Eqs. [8] to [14], occur repeatedly throughout
ork. Pulse and tilt angles are in radians (or degrees) an
ther quantities are in units of seconds, or reciprocal tim
re dimensionless.

ingle S Spin

It is well known that the torque on a magnetization vecto
single spin, subject to continuous uniform RF irradiatio

onstant and proportional to the effective field,Be, whereBe is

FIG. 1. Single spin rotation during a pulse of constant RF amplit
Parameters are defined in Eqs. [1] to [14] for a single S-spin magneti
vector rotating around an effective radiofrequency fieldBe for a pulse of lengt
. Be is the resultant ofDH along thez axis and the transverseB1 field at a
hase angleb to thex axis. Thus, the rotation is for a pulse of angleu9 abou
n axis which is rotated a phase angleb from thex axis and tilted upward b

an anglea from thexy plane. Throughout this article, all fields are expres
in units of hertz (not radians) with the gyromagnetic ratio eliminated, an
orientation of effective fields is defined by an angle of tilt to thexy plane tha
is zero on resonance whenJ 5 0 (not the polar angle).

f~u9@b#, a! 5 F fAcos2b 1 fDsin2b
2fB 2 fGsin 2b

fCcosb 2 fEsin b 2
g
al
-
oc-
-
A
nd

s
all
or

f
s

the resultant of the RF field,B1, and the resonance offset,DH
(Hz). Defining B1 as the reciprocal of the experimenta
measured 360° pulse time on resonance,

Be
2 5 B1

2 1 DH 2, [1]

or equivalently, as pictured in Fig. 1, the tilt anglea of the
effective field relative to thexy plane of the rotating referen
frame is

sin a 5 DH/Be, or cosa 5 B1/Be. [2]

On resonance, the magnetization will rotate around the RF
by an angle

u 5 2pB1t, [3]

where t is the length of time the RF is applied, and
esonance the rotation is increased to

u9 5 2pBet. [4]

An arbitrary rotation can be described in terms of a 33 3
rotation matrix to calculate the final orthogonal componen
the S magnetization,Sj , from the initial components,S8j :

FSx

Sy

Sz

G 5 F fxx fxy fxz

fyx fyy fyz

fzx fzy fzz

GFS8x
S8y
S8z
G , [5]

which in terms of linear combinations is

Si 5 O
j

f ijS8j, [6]

where i and j take the valuesx, y, and z. Beginning with
simple 33 3 matrices for rotations about thex, y, andz axes
in two straightforward steps it can be shown by basic mec
ics (9) that the matrix for the arbitrary rotation defined in F
1 is

.
on

d
e

B 2 fGsin 2b fCcosb 1 fEsin b
in2b 1 fDcos2b 2fCsin b 1 fEcosb
sin b 2 fEcosb fF

G , [7]

f

fAs
fC
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332 BENDALL AND SKINNER
where

fA 5 cos2a 1 sin2a cosu9; [8]

fB 5 sin a sin u9; [9]

fC 5 sin 2a sin2@u9/ 2#

5 sin a cosa ~1 2 cosu9!; [10]

fD 5 cosu9; [11]

FIG. 2. Classical S-spin rotations in an IS spin system and vector d
ions of product operator states. (a) In a coupled IS spin system the S
xperience two effective fields during RF irradiation, depicted asBe

1 andBe
2.

or on-resonance RF ofx phase, these fields are the resultants ofB1 alongx
and the coupling fields1J/ 2 and2J/ 2 along6z, respectively. On applicatio
of RF, theSz magnetization splits into two equal vectors,S1 andS2, which
rotate aroundBe

1 andBe
2 in the normal classical manner. (b) IfB1 5 J/ 2, Be

1

andBe
2 have tilt angles of645° to thex axis andS1 rotates 180° clockwis

aroundBe
1 to align with thex axis after a timet 5 (=2J)21. S2 rotates

clockwise aboutBe
2, which can be more easily depicted as an anti-clock

otation about2Be
2. (c) After the 180° rotation the spinstate is antipara

2SxI z, also known as “antiphasex magnetization” (10). During the RF irradi-
tion the I-spin magnetization vectors,I 1 and I 2, have grown from zero t

maximum unit magnitude along6z as discussed later with respect to Fig
(d) Alternatively, if the same conditions are applied to initialSx magnetization
clockwise rotations of 180° ofS6 aroundBe

6 yield antiparallel 2SzI z, shown in
e) and also called “longitudinal two-spin order” (10). (f) The vector depictio
f the third type of antiparallel spinstate, 2SyI x, also known as a “two-sp

coherence” (10)—this is provided here for completeness and is discuss
Section 3.
fE 5 cosa sin u9; [12]

fF 5 sin2a 1 cos2a cosu9; [13]

fG 5 cos2a sin2@u9/ 2# 5 ~ fA 2 fD!/ 2. [14]

The sign convention is that clockwise rotations are pos
nd thex axis is clockwise of they axis as in Fig. 1. Changin

the sign of either of these changes the sign of all sine term
thus all sinb and sin 2b terms in matrix [7] as well as the si
of fC and fE. For RF ofx phase (b 5 0),

f~u9@ x#, a! 5 F fA fB fC

2fB fD fE

fC 2fE fF

G . [15]

In the absence of an RF field,Be 5 DH, and all the terms i
[15] are zero exceptfF 5 1, fA 5 fD 5 cos[2pDHtD], andfB 5
sin[2pDHtD], which expresses the interchange ofSx and Sy

magnetization via chemical-shift precession during
delay tD.

Phase cycling a single rectangular pulse can be ana
by changingb to b 6 n*908 in matrix [7] and summing o
ubtracting the correspondingf ij terms in the resulting ma-
rices depending on the sign of the receiver phase.
liminates some of thef ij terms in the final 33 3 matrix and

thus some orthogonal components of magnetization, a
demonstrates how the results of pulse sequences c
changed by phase cycling single pulses— examples
given in Ref. (9).

By digitizing shaped pulses into small time increme
each having constant attributes of amplitude and ph
matrix [7] can be used to calculate the time course and r
of any frequency/amplitude-modulated pulse (since pha
the integral of frequency) by repetitive matrix multiplic
tion. But the result of multiplying 33 3 matrices is a 33
3 rotation matrix, so the magnetization of a spin a
particular resonance offset has undergone an overall s
rotation about some axis in 3D space and the logic conc
ing phase cycling applies to the overall shaped pulse. T
for example, if thef xy term is eliminated for a rectangu
pulse by phase alternation, it will also be eliminated for
complex pulse. These straightforward algorithms also a
to the 43 4 and 63 6 J-rotation matrices developed in t
ollowing sections.

Matrix [7] is a general analytical solution to the Blo
quations, neglecting relaxation—the only input from quan
echanics is that there is an initial Boltzmann distribu
roducing a net magnetization. Rotation matrices expli
eveal the rotation of this net magnetization in 3D space
an be extended to include scalar coupling as described b

rradiation of an S Spin Coupled to an I Spin

The first step in any heteronuclear pulse sequence i
xcitation of the S spins prior to any RF on the I spins (a

c-
ins
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333VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
from presaturation), but this has received only modest atte
for B1 ' J. Brondeau and Canet (11) investigated the tran-
formation ofSz to 2SxI z under these conditions using a den
matrix treatment and showed that the conversion was com
ible with a simple vector model (12). Bazzo and Boyd (13)

ndertook a more general QM analysis to determine the
hange between the six spinstates,Sx, Sy, Sz, 2SxI z, 2SyI z, and

2SzI z, via scalar coupling during selective pulses and sum-
ized their analytical formulae in a 63 6 matrix. Below, this
3 6 matrix is derived from the 33 3 rotation matrix Eq. [15
sing classical principles—it follows thatall S-spin rotation
uring irradiation of the S spins are classical and an e
ector model is applicable.
The basis of the classical vector model is that one half o
spins,S1, are coupled to I spins aligned with the1z axis

and rotate around an effective fieldBe
1), and the other hal

denoted byS2, are coupled to I spins aligned with the2z axis
and rotate aroundBe

2). This is the only additional input fro
uantum mechanics and it is the same basic assumption

or the Heisenberg vector model (14). The magnitudes of the
ffective fields are

~Be
6! 2 5 B1

2 1 @DH 6 ~ J/ 2!# 2, [16]

the tilt angles are

sin a 6 5 @DH 6 ~ J/ 2!#/Be
6, or cosa 6 5 B1/Be

6,

[17]

and the rotation angles are given by

u 6 5 2pBe
6t, [18]

f~u 6@b#, a 6! 5 0.5 p FSUM of 3 3 3 mat
DIFF.

where the diagonally opposite quadrants are identical.
with argumentsa6 andu6, the top-left term for the most g
sin2 b, which simplifies tofA

11fA
2 for the 63 6 matrix re

f~u 6@ x#, a 6! 5 0.5p3
f A

1 1 f A
2 f B

1 1 f B
2

2f B
1 2 f B

2 f D
1 1 f D

2

f C
1 1 f C

2 2f E
1 2 f E

2

f A
1 2 f A

2 f B
1 2 f B

2

2f B
1 1 f B

2 f D
1 2 f D

2

f C
1 2 f C

2 2f E
1 1 f E

2

on

at-

x-

a

ct

e

ade

in parallel with Eqs. [1] to [3]. On resonance, the magnitude oBe

andBe
2 is identical, soBe

6 5 Be
J 5 [B1

2 1 (J/2)2]0.5 will be used
The on-resonanceSz to 2SxI z conversion is shown in Fig

2a to 2c to illustrate the two effective coupling fields and
of the possible spinstates. Matrix [7] can be applied to
individual rotations ofS1 andS2, and the magnitudes of t
six spinstates are determined by noting that in Fig. 2a,Sz is the
sum ofSz

1 (the component ofS1 alongz) andSz
2, whereas in

Fig. 2c, the antiparallel state, 2SxI z, is given bySx
1 minusSx

2.
Thus, scaling all vectors relative to unit positive magnitude
orthogonal spinstates are given by

Si 5 0.5~Si
1 1 Si

2! [19]

nd

2SiI z 5 0.5~Si
1 2 Si

2!, [20]

herei takes the valuesx, y, andz as usual.
Accordingly, the terms in the 63 6 matrices for the inte

conversion of the six spinstates can be written down by
spection since they are given by the sums and differences
terms in the 33 3 matrices, [7] or [15], for rotations aroundBe

1

andBe
2. In general, listing the spinstates in the order,Sx, Sy, Sz,

2SxI z, 2SyI z, and 2SzI z, the 63 6 matrices will be

The correspondingJ-rotation matrices for more than one c
pled I spin can also be written down by inspection and
number of coupled S spins does not affect the progress of
classical rotations. For example, for anI 3Sn group the tota
S-spin magnetization splits into four components rota
around four effective fields which are the resultants ofB1,
offset, and coupling fields6J/ 2 and63J/ 2.

Off resonance the rotations ofS1 and S2 are unequa
occurring about effective fields of different magnitude wh

terms DIFFerence of 33 3 matrix terms
SUM G , [21]

r example, definingf6 as the appropriate member of Eqs. [8] to [
eral case resulting from matrix [7] is (fA

11fA
2) cos2b 1 ( fD

11fD
2)

ting from Eq. [15] for RF of a single phasex:

f C
1 1 f C

2 f A
1 2 f A

2 f B
1 2 f B

2 f C
1 2 f C

2

f E
1 1 f E

2 2f B
1 1 f B

2 f D
1 2 f D

2 f E
1 2 f E

2

f F
1 1 f F

2 f C
1 2 f C

2 2f E
1 1 f E

2 f F
1 2 f F

2

f C
1 2 f C

2 f A
1 1 f A

2 f B
1 1 f B

2 f C
1 1 f C

2

f E
1 2 f E

2 2f B
1 2 f B

2 f D
1 1 f D

2 f E
1 1 f E

2

f F
1 2 f F

2 f C
1 1 f C

2 2f E
1 2 f E

2 f F
1 1 f F

2

4 . [22]
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334 BENDALL AND SKINNER
are not symmetrically tilted with respect to thexy plane as the
are in Fig. 2a. An extreme example is described later in Fig
For large frequency offsets or for largeB1, the difference
betweenBe

1 andBe
2 approaches zero,S1 andS2 follow iden-

tical paths, andJ can be ignored. Thus whenJ 5 0, or when
B1 or DH is large, the top-right and bottom-left quadrants
matrix [22] are all zeros and the other two quadrants redu
3 3 3 matrix [15]. Thus, there is no exchange of magnetiza
betweenSi and 2SiI z—this is the normal high-power appro-
mation.

On resonance at lower power,Be
6 5 Be

J, a1 5 2a2 5 a, so
Eq. [22] reduces to

f~u9@ x#, a! 5 3
fA 0 0 0 fB fC

0 fD fE 2fB 0 0
0 2fE fF fC 0 0
0 fB fC fA 0 0

2fB 0 0 0 fD fE

fC 0 0 0 2fE fF

4 , [23]

ith u9 5 2pBe
Jt. When bothB1 and DH are zero, all th

terms in the 63 6 matrices are zeros exceptfA 5 fD 5
os[pJtD] and fB 5 sin[pJtD], which corresponds to fre

J-coupled precession interconvertingSx 7 2SyI z, andSy 7
2SxI z during delaytD. This is easily demonstrated with t
ector model of Fig. 2, but some additional nuances are
ussed later in relation to Fig. 4. As noted for 33 3 rotation
atrices, the elimination of some orthogonal spinstate
hase cycling can be analyzed by adding or subtracting 63 6
atrices for RF of different phase, and the results will be

or single rectangular pulses or shaped pulses simulate
epetitive matrix multiplication.

80J Pulses: The Sz 7 2SxI z and Sx 7 2SzI z

Transformations

The fC term in the third column of matrix [23] correspon
to the on-resonance transformation ofSz to 2SxI z discovered b
Brondeau and Canet (11) and illustrated in Figs. 2a to 2c. Fro

q. [10], the transformation occurs in 100% yield whenB1 5
J/ 2 (sin 2a 5 1) and the rotation is 180° for a pulse length

5 (=2J)21. The fC term in the fourth column of Eq. [23
determines the inverse transformation, 2SxI z 3 Sz, not previ-
ously described. ThefC terms in the first and last columns
matrix [23] reveal the new transformations,Sx 7 2SzI z, and
the forward conversion is illustrated in Fig. 2d.

The time course of the spinstate transformations in F
clearly demonstrate the contribution fromJ coupling during
the pulse, a contribution which arises from the angle betw
Be

1 andBe
2. We will call the above matrices that include

effect of J modulation “J-rotation matrices,” and we ha
named the corresponding RF pulses “J pulses,” or more spe
cifically 180J or 90J depending on the extent of the id
rotation on resonance—the 90J variety arises from nonclas-
b.

f
to
n

s-

y

e
by

f

2

en

cal rotations as described in later sections. Recently w
scribed potential uses ofJ pulses in multidimensional NMR (8)
and further applications for the selective detection of infu
labeled metabolites inin vivo NMR can be expected—it w
shown in Ref. (8) that either a selective 90J or a selective 180J

pulse can take the place of any combination of any hard
pulse and a consecutive (2J)21 free precession delay in any
pulse sequence. A further advantage is that selectiveJ pulses

nly increase the length of the normal (2J)21 period to
(=2J)21, an increase of a modest 40% compared to con-
tional selective pulses.

The above 180J pulses take the place of entire (2J)21

periods and are limited to selecting a single spectral bandw
of the order ofJ. This selected region can be expanded
increasing the pulse amplitude, decreasing the pulse le
and adding a delay before or after the pulse to complet
spinstate transformation as illustrated in Fig. 3a forSz 3
2SxI z. Increased RF reduces the tilt anglea of the effective
fields so thatS1 andS2 intersect the transverse plane with
reaching the6x axes. A delay period,tD, which is a fraction o
(2J)21, is required forS1 and S2 to precess to6x, and the
various parameters can be calculated for the on-reso
mechanism depicted in Fig. 3a. DefiningB1 5 bJ/ 2, where

$ 1, the calculation requires the application of matrix [
or pulse timetP beginning with unitSz and then reapplicatio
of the matrix for delay timetD with B1 5 0. Equating fina
Sz 5 Sy 5 0 and 2SxI z 5 1, the three simultaneous equati
readily yield

tP 5 ~acos@21/b2#!/~pJ~b2 1 1! 0.5!; [24]

tD 5 ~acos@1/b#!/~pJ!. [25]

These equations provide the parameters for a 180J spinstate
transformation of any bandwidth greater than that provide

FIG. 3. Generalized 180J rotations and the SPT method. (a) ForB1 . J/ 2
the tilt anglea of the effective fields on resonance,Be

1 and Be
2, is reduced

compared to those shown in Fig. 2b. Consequently, during a period of co
RF irradiation,S1 andS2 arrive at thexy plane before reaching the6x axes
However, a period of coupled free precession, which is a fraction of (2J)21,
will complete the spinstate transformation to 2SxI z. (b) Selective irradiation a
a resonance offset of1J/ 2 rotatesS2 around the horizontalBe

2 5 B1 field. A
180° rotation to the2z axis occurs aftert 5 (2B1)

21 s. However,S1 rotates
round the tiltedBe

1 field (5 [B1
2 1 J2] 0.5) and is returned to thez axis to

reate the 2SzI z spinstate of Fig. 2e only ifBe
1 5 2nBe

2. This defines particula
alues ofB1 5 J/(4n2 2 1)0.5, wheren is a positive integer.
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335VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
B1 5 J/ 2. The equations are applicable to all four of theSz7
2SxI z and Sx 7 2SzI z conversions in any pulse sequen
although for the inverse transformation, 2SxI z 3 Sz, and the
forward conversion,Sx 3 2SzI z, the free precession del
must precede the pulse as {tD–180J[S, tP]}.

If the 180J pulses are phase alternated (or appropriate p
gradients are employed), the (fE

1 2 fE
2) and (fC

1 1 fC
2) terms

are eliminated from the phase-alternated equivalent of m
[22], assuming concurrent alternation of receiver phase.
exact off-resonance selectivity of any general rectangularJ

pulse is then given by

0.5@~ f E
1 1 f E

2!~b2 2 1! 0.5 1 ~ f C
1 2 f C

2!#/b. [26]

hese (fE
1 1 fE

2) and (fC
1 2 fC

2) terms are from column 3, ro
, row 6, and column 6, respectively, of matrix [22] forSz 3

2SxI z, 2SxI z3 Sz, Sx 3 2SzI z, and 2SzI z3 Sx, respectively
WhenB1 5 J/ 2, Expression [26] reduces to0.5( fC

1 2 fC
2) in

greement with the equation for the offset profile obtaine
ef. (11).

elective Population Transfer: The Sz 7 2SzI z and
the Analogous Sy 7 2SyI z Transformations

For a pulse of constant amplitude, the ideal 180J rotation
requiresB1 5 J/ 2, and this is the lowest possible power for
effectiveJ-modulated pulse on resonance. Below this leve
tilt angles ofBe

6 in Fig. 2b are greater than 45° and theS1 and
S2 vectors do not ever reach thexy plane. A 100% spinsta
transformation cannot be achieved. Further increases in
tivity may only be obtained by irradiating individual lines o
coupled multiplet as in the SPT method, also known as s
tive population inversion (15). In this technique a 180° pulse
rst applied selectively to the S spins off resonance at e
J/ 2 or 1J/ 2. This is equivalent to inverting eitherS1 or S2

in Fig. 2a to produce the22SzI z or 2SzI z spinstate (Fig. 2e
The I-spin signal is then detected after a 90[I] pulse as 2I ySz.

For initial Sz, the phase-alternated equivalent of matrix [
(with no receiver alternation) has only two nonzero term
column 3,0.5( fF

1 1 fF
2) for final Sz (row 3) and0.5( fF

1 2 fF
2)

or final 2SzI z (row 6). For a 180° pulse at1J/ 2, DH 5 J/ 2,
Be

1 5 (B1
2 1 J2) 0.5, Be

2 5 B1, sin a1 5 J/Be
1, sin a2 5 0,

cosa1 5 B1/Be
1, cosa2 5 1, andt 5 (2B1)

21. SettingB1 5
/a gives

0.5~ f F
1 2 f F

2! 5 0.5$~a2 1 cos@p~a2 1 1! 0.5#!/

~a2 1 1! 2 cos@2pB1t#%. [27]

or SPT it was common to use a very selective low-po
ulse such thata . 10 and Eq. [27] reduces to sin2[pB1t] 5

1. However, with a knowledge of the exact spin phys
shorter, more efficient, 180° pulses can be found as draw
the vector diagram of Fig. 3b. ThefF

2 5 cos[2pB1t] term in
,

ed
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Eq. [27] is for the exact 180° rotation ofS around the
horizontal Be

2 axis, whereas thefF
1 term is for the partia

rotation of S1 around the tiltedBe
1 axis. Clearly the overa

transformation will occur in 100% yield if the latter rotation
n*3608 so that (a2 1 1)0.5 5 2n, or a 5 (4n2 2 1)0.5, with
n a positive integer, giving a shortest pulse length of=3(2J)21

for B1 5 J/=3. Bildsoe (16) identified the (4n2 2 1)0.5

relation using a density matrix approach and numerical a
sis. However, the exact selectivity profile of the SPT met
also given by0.5( fF

1 2 fF
2) as in Eq. [27], has not be

established previously.
Other spinstate transformations can be derived from

grams such as Figs. 2 and 3 or calculated from matrices [2
[23]. For example, selective irradiation at1J/ 2 or 2J/ 2 will
induce the interconversion ofSy and 2SyI z in an analogou
fashion to the SPT experiment, and thefD 5 cos u9 terms
indicate thatSy and 2SyI z can be cleanly inverted on resona
at any RF field strength provided that theu9 rotation angle i
calibrated to 180°. There are also several rotations w
convert a pure spinstate to a 50:50 mixture of two other s
or vice versa. All are potentially useful as building blocks
selective NMR.

3. VECTOR REPRESENTATIONS OF IS-SPIN
EXPERIMENTS

A primary interest here is in the continuousmeasurabl
evolution of magnetization vectors in real space, not in nu
spin evolution that takes place in abstract Hilbert or Louis
space. The knowledge gained of the path to any instanta
state in real space may then be used for the purpose of d
of new RF methods for NMR. Thus all magnetizations tha
observable or potentially observable, i.e.,measurable,are of
concern. In the product operator formalism (10), spinstate

ave been described as observable if they directly pro
etectable signal—for example, this did not include theSz,

2SyI y, or 2SzI z states. However, the concept of experime
measurabilityextends to each orthogonal IS spinstate, and
mix of these spinstates, within the definition that a sta
measurableif maximum detectable signal can be obser
directly, or is observable after a hard on-resonance pulse o
S spins and/or on the I spins.

For example, the 2SxI z state (Fig. 2c) ismeasuredas directly
bservable antiphaseS1 and S2 signal at1J/ 2 and 2J/ 2,
espectively, whose magnitude sums to unity, compare
n-phase signal at6J/ 2 of total unit magnitude forSx. The
same applies to 2SyI z andSy except for a phase shift of 90°.
contrast, potentially observableSz and 2SzI z (Fig. 2e) may b
measuredby applying a hard 90[S] pulse in the first case
detect in-phase signal, or either a 90[S] or 90[I] pulse in
second case to observe the antiphase S signal or the ant
I signal, respectively. (These hard 90° pulses must lie
within the high-power approximation discussed above in
tion to matrix [22].) Similarly, antiphase I signals from 2SxI z
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336 BENDALL AND SKINNER
and 2SyI z aremeasurableafter a 90[S] pulse ofy or x phase
respectively, and a 90[I] pulse of any phase. The trans
spinstates, 2SxI y and 2SyI y, can bemeasuredby a hard 90
pulse of appropriate phase on one spin and observation
antiphase signal from the other spin. (The notion that
transverse states are unobservable or correspond to forb
transitions harks back to the days of single channel spec
eters when it was technologically difficult to apply a disc
pulse to one nucleus and observe the other.) All NMRmea-
urementsare made after, or calibrated relative to, hard
ulses, and these hard pulses have themselves been cal
xperimentally by trial and error with respect to phase,
uency, and pulse length. There is no conceptual differ
etween observable and potentially observable spinstate
Mixed spinstates, as in Fig. 2b, are the vector sum

ndividual spinstates. These, and in particular the resu
agnetization vectorsS1 and S2, can bemeasuredusing

fractional hard pulses of incremented phase. Assumin
knowledge of the prior experiment, two signals at6J/ 2 will be
initially detected. Then, concentrating on the signal at1J/ 2,
both the pulse angle and the phase of a hard S pulse at1J/ 2
ould be varied by trial and error until pulse angle,f, phase,w,

gives a maximum signal (S1 transverse) and pulse angle, 902
f, phase, 1802 w, gives zero signal (S1 along z). The 3D

rientation ofS1 is then known unambiguously, and the p-
cedure could be repeated at2J/ 2 to determineS2. For arbi-
rary conditions, the experimentallymeasuredorientations o

1 andS2 can be resolved into the six possible spinstate
the QM or vector calculation of the spinstates can be sum
to determineS1 andS2. Thus there is a straightforward ma
between quantum mechanics, the classical vector model
preceding section, and what ismeasurable.However the con
cept of measurabilityof the I-spin magnetization vectors
mixed spinstates requires further consideration with refer
to previous vector pictures.

The Heisenberg vectormodel,which predated the popula
ization of the product operator (PO) formalism (10), was
developed as a rigorous QM model in that magnetiza
vectors are physically identifiable with operators in the Hei
berg picture of quantum mechanics (14, 17). Indeed, except fo
the PO spinstate nomenclature, and thus different vector l
(e.g., Ca and Cb in place of S1 and S2), this vector mode

epicted the antiparallel IS spinstates identically to the d
ngs in Fig. 2. More recently, Shriver (18) demonstrated th
he PO states can be represented in this way as vectors
artesian basis. However, a difference of convention e
etween the pictorial representation used for the Heisen
odel and that of Shriver for in-phase transverse magne

ion—in the former,I 6 vectors of unit magnitude were i-
cluded along the6z axis for theSx or Sy picture, whereas the
are absent in the latter. Inclusion of theI 6 vectors for in-phas
magnetization combined two separate concepts that ar
plained below with reference to Fig. 4 for coupled free
cession.
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First, in the Heisenberg model for free precession of in
Sx coupled to an I spin (14), these vectors represented
6J/ 2 coupling fields experienced by the S spins or, equ
lently, that a measurement of the S signal at6J/ 2 is also a

easurement of the equal probability of finding the I s
long6z. In Freeman’s physical picture of multiple-quant

coherence (19) (similar to Ref. (20)), these vectors are call
“J-vectors.” In Shriver’s representation, these fields are
depicted, but are implicit in thatSx is drawn as two vectors th
will precess apart under the influence of coupling. In Fig. 4
now label these fields as6J/ 2 and draw them as dash
vectors—they are equivalent to theBe

6 effective fields of Fig
2 with zero resonance offsetDH.

Second, in the Heisenberg model these static I-spin ve
were called “polarization transfer vectors” (17) and it was show
that after a free precession period of (2J)21 s, whenS1 andS2 are
antiparallel, they can bemeasuredas antiphase I signal aft
applying a 90[S];90[I] pulse pair as in the above discussio
2SxIz and 2SyIz. However, within our present definition, th
cannot bemeasuredat time zero. This aspect is resolved
abeling them asImax

6 in Fig. 4. The Heisenberg model dem-
strated that at any time the antiphase I-spin signal, observabl
a 90[S];90[I] pulse pair, is equal toImax

6 sinpJt, where sinpJt is the
proportion ofS1 andS2 that can be placed along6zby the 90[S
ulse in agreement with a PO description.
The separation of these two concepts as in Fig. 4 improve

larity of the pictorial model: ThemeasurableI-spin vectors,I1

andI2, are depicted as growing in proportion to sinpJt. There is
no measurableI-spin magnetization associated with in-phas
spin magnetization. The total length of theS6 and I6 vectors in

FIG. 4. Coupled free precession. (a)Sx is represented as two coincid
magnetization vectors,S1 andS2, corresponding to the concept that a meas-
ment of the S-spin signal is also a measurement of the probability of the I
being found along6z. The vectors,Imax

1 andImax
2 , represent this61/2 probability

or the6J/2 coupling fields of the I spins on the S spins, or the maximum pot
length of the I-spin magnetization vectors that evolve when the S-spin v
precess apart under the influence of the6J/2 fields. Thezaxis is the quantizatio
axis, which is compared with that in Fig. 10a in later discussion. (b) During s
acquisition, or a pulse sequence delay,S1 andS2 precess apart under the influe
f the 6J/2 fields and the angleg is given bypJt. The I-spin magnetizatio
ectors,I1 and I2, grow in proportion to sinpJt and are maximum and of un

magnitude equal toImax
6 whenS1 andS2 are antiparallel, at which time the spinst

s 2SyIz (which is the same as the antiparallel state 2SxIz of Fig. 2c except for a 90
phase shift of the S-spin vectors).
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337VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
Fig. 4 is given by the vector sum of the individualS and I
vectors comprising the spinstates involved,Sx and 2SyIz, and this
is true for any classical rotation. This general rule is true bec
the six spinstates, transformed by the 63 6 J-rotation matrices
re orthogonal—this orthogonality arises naturally from de
atrix theory (1, 18). Thus the root-sum-of-squares of the te

in the columns of any of the 63 6 matrices must be unity or,
other words, beginning with a spinstate of unit magnitude
total spinstate or vector sum must always be unity at any
independent of the complexity of the RF pulses applied. Fur
more, themeasurableI-spin signal (the magnitudes ofI1 plusI2)
is the vector sum (root-sum-of-squares) of the antiparallelSiIz

(i 5 x, y, andz) states, whereas themeasurableS-spin magnet
zation (the magnitudes ofS1 plus S2) is the vector sum of a
spinstates. Stating this in alternate form,S1 andS2 are of constan
amplitude, whereasI1 and I2 vary as sine of half the ang
subtended byS1 andS2. The orientation ofS1, for example, i
given by the vector sum of theS1 portions of each pure P
spinstate, and the orientation and magnitude ofI1 are obtainabl
from the vector sum of theI1 parts of all the pure antiparal
states.

The resulting pictorial vectormodel unambiguously illus
rates the evolution of themeasurableI-spin vectors. Th
ddition of this I-spin evolution (as depicted in Fig. 4) to ve
iagrams for classical S-spin rotations (as exemplified in
b and 2d) provides an exact correspondence with all as
f the 6 3 6 J-rotation matrices and completes the ve
odel of classical rotations. In the following sections, nonc

ical IS-spin rotations that interchange four orthogonal s
tates are addressed. We have been unable to dedu
ssociated analytical equations on the basis of linear v
otations. However, the general rule (and its subrules) tha
easurableI- and S-spin vectors correspond to the vector
f the four PO states holds true and provides a minima
dequate representation. For example, experimentalmeasure

mentsof I 6 magnetizations in mixed spinstates, as descr
below, are similar to the above theoretical discussion ofS6 in
mixed spinstates. Although the resulting vectordescriptions
are not readily predictive in all cases, because they depe
nonlinear rates of rotation, they are nevertheless helpf
many circumstances.

f~u 6@b#, a 6! 5 0.5p 3
f1 f2co

2f2cosb 1 f3sin b f5

2f2sin b 2 f3cosb f6

2f4 f8co
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4. NONCLASSICAL I-SPIN ROTATIONS

In an IS-spin system, when the I spin is irradiated a
excitation of the S spin, nonlinear, nonclassical rotations
induced for both spins.

Quantum Mechanical Analysis

The exact QM equations (1) show that such an NMR expe
iment interchanges four orthogonal spinstates. From Table
Ref. (1), an explicit 43 4 J-rotation matrix can be written fo
these interconversions. Listing the spinstates in the ordeSx,
2SyI x, 2SyI y, and 2SyI z, the most general matrix is given b

which, for an RF pulse ofx phase, simplifies to

f~u 6@ x#, a 6! 5 0.5 p 3
f1 f2 2f3 f4

2f2 f5 1 f6 f7 f8

2f3 2f7 f5 2 f6 f9

2f4 f8 2f9 f10

4 ,

[29]

where

f1 5 ~1 1 cos@a 1 2 a 2#!cos 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~1 2 cos@a 1 2 a 2#!cos 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [30]

f2 5 ~cosa 1 1 cosa 2!sin 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~cosa 1 2 cosa 2!sin 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [31]

f3 5 sin@a 1 2 a 2#~cos 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

2 cos 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#!, [32]

f4 5 ~sin a 1 1 sin a 2!sin 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~sin a 1 2 sin a 2!sin 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [33]

f5 5 ~1 2 sin a 1sin a 2!cos 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~1 1 sin a 1sin a 2!cos 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [34]

f6 5 cosa 1cosa 2~cos 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

2 cos 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#!, [35]

1 f3sin b f2sinb 2 f3cosb f4

f6cos 2b f6sin 2b 1 f7 f8cosb 2 f9sin b
2b 2 f7 f5 2 f6cos 2b f8sin b 1 f9cosb
1 f9sin b f8sin b 2 f9cosb f10

4 , [28]
sb
1
sin
sb
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338 BENDALL AND SKINNER
f7 5 ~sin a 1 2 sin a 2!sin 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~sin a 1 1 sin a 2!sin 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [36]

f8 5 sin@a 1 1 a 2#~cos 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

2 cos 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#!, [37]

f9 5 ~cosa 1 2 cosa 2!sin 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~cosa 1 1 cosa 2!sin 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [38]

f10 5 ~1 2 cos@a 1 1 a 2#!cos 0.5@u 1 2 u 2#

1 ~1 1 cos@a 1 1 a 2#!cos 0.5@u 1 1 u 2#, [39]

and sina6, cosa6, andu6 are defined in Eqs. [16] to [18]. O
esonance,u1 5 u2 5 u9, a2 5 2a1 5 2a, so the 43 4

matrix reduces to

f~u9@ x#, a! 5 3
fA 0 2fC fB

0 1 0 0
2fC 0 fF fE

2fB 0 2fE fD

4 , [40]

where the terms are given by Eqs. [8] to [13] andu9 5 2pBet
in which Be 5 Be

6 5 Be
J as for the discussion following Eq

16] to [18]. The anglea is analogous to the residual o
resonance tilt of the effective field shown in Fig. 2 for class
rotations, arising from the6J/ 2 coupling fields, although,
described in subsequent sections, no classical rotations c
found around these individual tiltedBe

6 fields.
In the absence of an RF field,J-rotation matrix [40] reduce

to

f~t! 5 3
cos@pJt# 0 0 sin@pJt#

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

2sin@pJt# 0 0 cos@pJt#
4 . [41]

Columns 1 and 4 describe freeJ-coupled precession interco
verting Sx 7 2SyI z, whereas columns 2 and 3 correspon
the well-known invariance of the transverse antiparallel 2SyI x

and 2SyI y spinstates during time delays (14, 20, 21).
For largeB1, the high-power limit, or largeDH, matrix [29]

reduces to

f~u9@ x#, a! 5 3
1 0 0 0
0 fA fB fC

0 2fB fD fE

0 fC 2fE fF

4 , [42]

whereJ has been eliminated as insignificant andBe in u9 5
2pBet is given by Eq. [1]. Note that the bottom right-ha
corner of [42] corresponds to 33 3 matrix [15] rotating th
antiparallel I-spin magnetizations.
l

be

o

An Experimental Measurement of the Sx 3 2SyI y

Nonclassical Rotation, Yielding a Vector Description

In parallel with the QM analysis, the disappearance oSx

during on-resonance CW irradiation of the I spins was in
tigated experimentally. At the time, the functionf 1 (Eq. [30]),
was known (22, 23), reducing tofA on resonance, andSx goes
to zero whenB1 5 J/ 2 for a period of irradiation,t 5
2Be)

21 5 (=2J)21. The study showed that a nonclass
vector evolution could be deduced experimentally, inde
dent of quantum mechanics, so validating the literal v
discussed above concerning themeasurabilityof individual

agnetization vectors associated with the PO states.
Writing out the f 1 function for the on-resonance condit

with Be
6 5 Be

J,

fA 5 SB1

Be
JD 2

1 S J

2Be
JD 2

cos@2pBe
Jt#. [43]

he effect of CW decoupling during signal detection is gi
y the Fourier transform of Eq. [43], yielding a centerb
ith amplitude, 12 ( J/ 2Be

J) 2 and sidebands at6Be
J with

amplitude0.5(J/ 2Be
J) 2. B1 can be determined from the fr-

quency difference between these sidebands, andB1 5 J/ 2
when the difference is=2J. This provides a convenient mea
of calibrating this low RF amplitude, and we have rece
described several extensions to completely characteriz
frequency, amplitude, and homogeneity of an insensitive I
channel by observing signals with a sensitive S-spin cha
(24). In most of the following experiments the spins are
abeled as I[13C and S[1H to correspond to the matrix lists
spinstates asSx and 2SyI j .

Denoting a discrete on-resonance CW pulse on the I sp
length (=2J)21 and amplitudeJ/ 2, as a 90J pulse (for reason
outlined below), with the S spins also on resonance, th
quence

90@S, 2y#; 90J@I, x#; acquire S [A

enerated no observable signal—note that Eq. [43] only
ures no in-phaseSx signal. Assuming that the original

magnetization must now be in one or more of the possibl
spinstates, the only possibilities are 2SzI j ( j 5 x, y, or z),
which is unlikely since the I spins and not the S spins w
irradiated, or 2SyI x or 2SyI y. Trial and error quickly showe
that maximum antiphase S signal was returned by add
hard 90[I] pulse as in

90@S, 2y#; 90J@I, x#; 90@I, c#; acquire S, [B

where the phase,c, is 6x, whereas zero signal was obtaine
c 5 6y. The antiphase S signal at6J/ 2 was phase-shifte
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339VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
90° from theSx signal generated by the 90[S,2y] pulse, so th
pinstate after the 90J pulse was identified as pure 2SyI y.
The addition of 90[S,x] to sequence [A] produced ma
um antiphase I signal as in polarization transfer pulse
uences, so questions arise as to where do the I magnetiz
ome from, and how do they get to the6y axes? Presumab
hey originate from the6z axes, and it might be assumed
nalogy with classical rotations (and has been in Ref. (25) as
iscussed later) that they rotate around tilted axes as in F
he latter is not the case because it is impossible to trans
ntiparallel vectors along6z to antiparallel along6y via axes

ilted at 45° since such tilts always interconvert antiparallel
n-phase vectors. Experimentally the question was reso
ith the pulse sequence

90@S, 2y#; a*90 J@I, x#; b*90@I, c#; acquire S. [C

When the 90J pulse was stopped part way through the con-
ion Sx 3 2SyI y, i.e., 0 , a , 1, it was always possible
nd a value ofb between 0 and 1 such that whenc 5 2x
aximum S-spin signal was regenerated. This ensured th

-spin vectors had been returned to6z by the reverse fraction
ard pulse. Alternatively, a hard pulse of length (12 b)*908

and phasec 5 x generated fractional in-phase signal co
ponding to the I-spin vectors being rotated down to they axis

of the transverse plane—the S signal associated with the p
precession of the S spins was removed as partial 2SyI y. This
proves that the I-spin vectors always lie in theyz plane

therwise they could not be rotated perfectly to6z and6y,
espectively, withb*908 and (12 b)*908 pulses of7x phase
espectively.

The vectordescriptionof the 90J pulse follows as in Fig. 5
The QM-derived matrix [40] confirms that the rotation axis
the I vectors is thex axis because on resonance the spins
2SxI y, is never produced. Detailed experimental informa
on the precession of theS1 andS2 vectors was obtained fro
analyzing the S signals at6J/ 2 throughout the 90J pulse using
the sequence

90@S, 2y#; a*90 J@I, x#; acquire S, [D

here a was varied from 0 to 2. The total signal may
esolved into in-phase components alongx, i.e., Sx 5 0.5(Sx

1

1 Sx
2), and antiphase signal alongy, i.e.,0.5(Sy

1 2 Sy
2), as in

ig. 6. The latter can only be 2SyI z since 2SyI y is not directly
observable. From the data in Figs. 6a and 6b,

Sx 5 cos2@pBe
Jt# 5 0.5~1 1 cos@2pBe

Jt#!, [44]

n agreement with Eq. [43] forB1 5 J/ 2, and

2SyI z 5 ~Î2/ 2!sin@2pBe
Jt#. [45]
e-
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n the spirit of the preceding section, the 2SyI y state can b
measuredby adding a hard 90° pulse on S or I to convert
spinstate to 2SyI z or 2I ySz as in

90@S, 2y#; a*90 J@I, x#; 90@I, 6x#; acquire S@6#, [E]

r

90@S, 2y#; a*90 J@I, x#; 90@S, 6x#; acquire I@6#, [F]

FIG. 5. The nonclassical rotation during a 90J pulse on resonance. (a) T
virtual vectors,” I max

1 and I max
2 , define the initial orientation and maximu

mplitude of the I-spin magnetization vectors,I 1 andI 2, which evolve during
I-spin irradiation. The axis of rotation of the I-spin vectors is theB1 axis, no
he Be

6 axes as for classical rotations in Figs. 2 and 3. (b) During the ap
RF, I 1 and I 2 rotate aroundB1 and increase in magnitude in proportion
sin g as the S-spin vectors precess apart under the influence of coupling
spins. (c) IfB1 5 J/ 2, I 1 andI 2 obtain maximum unit magnitude at timet 5
=2J)21 s after a rotation of 90°, andS1 andS2 have also precessed 90°,

in opposite senses, to produce the pure antiparallel spinstate 2SyI y (which is the
same as the antiparallel state 2SxI y of Fig. 2f except for a 90° phase shift of t
S-spin vectors). If the RF irradiation is continued,S1 and S2 reverse the

irection of precession and refocus alongx at 2t. Meanwhile, I 1 and I 2

continue to rotate aroundB1 while decreasing in magnitude. They arrive at
z and 1z axes as their amplitude returns to zero. (d) IfB1 . J/ 2, the

midpoint of a complete cycle (u9 5 180°) differs from Fig. 5c in thatI 1 and
I 2 have not reached maximum unit magnitude when their orientati
transverse, andS1 andS2 have not precessed 90° when they stop and re

irection. (e) IfB1 , J/ 2, at the cycle midpoint the situation is similar to F
5d for I 1 andI 2, but S1 andS2 have precessed more than 90°, although
than 180°, when they reverse direction.
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340 BENDALL AND SKINNER
respectively, where the phase alternations ensure elimin
of undesired spinstates. The experiment in Fig. 6c for sequ
[F], with the spin labels swapped to S[13C and I[1H, showed
that

2SyI y 5 sin2@pBe
Jt#, [46]

nd the same experimental result was obtained from seq
E] with I[13C and S[1H. Equations [45] and [46] agree w
the fB and fC terms of the first column in matrix [40] whe
B1 5 J/ 2 (signs not determined experimentally) as fur
confirmation of the QM analysis and the vectordescription.

Some Aspects of Spin Physics

The Fig. 5 vectordescriptionof a 90J pulse corresponds
the evolution of vectors in real space, since the orientation
magnitude of theS1, S2, I 1, and I 2 magnetizations can b
measuredexperimentally. With this experimental proof, vec
descriptionsof I-spin irradiation beginning with any of th
other three spinstates can also be obtained with confid
directly from matrices [28], [29], or [40]. Some other gene
properties of nonclassical rotations are of great interes
follows.

FIG. 6. Interchange of spinstates during I-spin irradiation withB1 5 J/ 2.
a) In-phaseSx signal, observed at6J/ 2 using pulse sequence [D], curve fit

to 100 cos2[28.3*103t] (R2 5 0.99). (b)Antiphase 2SyI z signal observed
J/ 2 using pulse sequence [D] curve fitted to 70.7 sin[56.6*103t] (R2 5
.99). (c)Measurement of the 2SyI y spinstate by observing antiphase 2SyI z

signal at6J/ 2 using pulse sequence [F] curve fitted to 100 sin2[28.1*103t]
(R2 5 0.999). Thex axis is the length of the I-spin irradiation. The argume
of the cosine and sine functions indicate aJ value of 221.5 Hz frompBe

J 5
2pJ 5 28.1*103, compared to a spectral value of 222 Hz.B1 was

alibrated to within 1 dB ofJ/ 2 Hz using the method in Ref. (24) discussed i
elation to Eq. [43]. Spectra were obtained using a standard HCN t
esonance PFG probe on a 500-MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer using
ample of the isopropyl ester of H13CO2H in CDCl3, doped with 0.2%
r(AcAc)3 relaxation agent.
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Nonlinear rotations. From Eq. [44] the precession ang
g, of theS1 andS2 vectors is given by

Sx 5 cosg 5 cos2@pBe
Jt#, [47]

so the rate of precession induced byJ coupling is not consta
as it is in the classical examples of Figs. 2 and 4. The pr
sion angle,f, of I 1 and I 2 may be calculated from Eqs. [4
to [46] or measured in additional experiments. The total o
antiparallel spinstates for Fig. 5b is sing, with the magnitud
of 2SyI z as sing cosf, and the magnitude of 2SyI y equal to
sin g sin f. Thus

sin f 5 sin2@pBe
Jt#/sin g [48]

nd, again, unlike classical rotations, the rotation of the
iated I spins is not linear. The rotation angles,g andf, may

also be measured with reasonable accuracy using sequen
with c 5 2x. As noted above, the return ofI 1 and I 2 to the

z axes ensures detection of all ofS1 andS2 so that the phas
difference between these two signals at6J/ 2 equals 2g, andf
can be determined from the fractional multiplier,b. However
f can be measured with greater accuracy using a combin
of sequences [C] and [E]:

90@S, 2y#; a*90 J@I, x#; b*90@I, 2x#;

90@I, 6x#; acquire S@6#. [G]

FIG. 7. Nonlinear rotations of I-spin and S-spin vectors. (a) Angg
measured as half the phase difference between signals at6J/ 2 generated b
sequence [C] when theb parameter is adjusted to provide maximum sig

he theoretical curve is acos{cos2[ap/ 2]} from Eq. [47]. (b) Anglef mea-
sured by adjusting parameterb to obtain a signal null with sequence [G]. T
theoretical curve is asin{sin2[ap/ 2]/sin g} from Eq. [48] assuming a theore-
cal value of g from the curve in (a). Experiments were accomplishe
described for Fig. 6.
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341VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
When b 5 0, fractional 2SyI y produced by the partial 90
pulse is measured as 2SyI z as in sequence [E]. Whenb is
adjusted to exactly reverse thef angle, a signal null is ob
tained. The rotation angles measured in these ways are p
in Fig. 7 in agreement with Eqs. [47] and [48].

Spinstate orthogonality. Despite fundamental difference
the orthogonality of the four spinstates ensures that ther
some properties in common with classical rotations. A gen
rule of conservation of magnetization applies to unitary tr
formations and so, beginning with unit magnetization,
vector sum of all the spinstates is unity. Consequently
sums-of-squares of the terms in each row or column of m
ces [28], [29], [40], [41], and [42] is unity just as for the 33
3 and 63 6 matrices governing classical rotations. Magn
ation does not disappear into forbidden QM space b
onserved. Thus, for nonclassical rotations, the I-spin s
magnitude ofI 1 plus I 2) is the vector sum (root-sum-o

squares) of the antiparallel 2SyI i (i 5 x, y, andz) states, an
the total S-spin signal (magnitude ofS1 plusS2) is the vecto
sum of all spinstates, as for classical rotations. Similarly
alternate rules thatS1 andS2 are of constant amplitude, andI 1

andI 2 vary as sine of half the angle subtended byS1 andS2,
apply. The property of orthogonality also ensures that p
cycling, to eliminate signal from some spinstates, can be
lyzed by adding or subtracting the corresponding term
matrices for each phase in the same manner as for cla
rotations.

The reduced coupling constant acting on the S spins.For
he most general distribution of vectors that occurs on o
esonance, the transverse half angleg and polar anglef in Fig.

5b remain as useful parameters, with theI 6 pair twisted by
some phase angleb about thez axis. The magnitude of th
vector sum of the transverse antiparallel states, 2SyI x plus
SyI y, is now sing sin f, but importantly, the magnitudes

Sx and 2SyI z remain as cosg and sing cosf, respectively. A
central tenet of the semiclassical vectormodel applicable a
moderate field strengths (discussed in Section 6) is tha
instantaneous coupling constant acting on the S spi
J cos f. Recasting this proposed theorem in terms of
instantaneous angular rate of precession of theS6 vectors give

dg/dt 5 pJ cosf. [49]

Substituting the magnitudes ofSx and 2SyI z including the sign
onvention consistent with matrix [29] and Fig. 5 yields

d$Sx%/dt 5 pJ$2SyI z%. [50]

If Eq. [50] is correct then from matrix [29] for initialSx,

df1/dt 5 2pJf4. [51]

Expanding these functions using Eqs. [30] and [33] and e
ted
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inating theu terms shows that for this to be true, two eq-
tions written as

~1 6 cos@a 1 2 a 2#!~Be
1 7 Be

2! 5 J~sin a 1 6 sin a 2!

[52]

must be correct simultaneously for all values ofBe
6. Expanding

the a6 functions demonstrates that this is so. Indeed, for
of the three other initial spinstates, the equations that pa
Eq. [51] are also true. Since the four spinstates are orthog
the theorem is proven for any mixture of spinstates and thu
possible conditions. Alternatively, Eq. [50] (and analog
equations governing the evolution of the three other spins
can be obtained most generally from the relation,dr/dt 5 i[r,
*], where* in the system Hamiltonian in Ref. (1), and the
density operatorr is a linear combination of the four spinstat

The effective field and the torque on the I-spin vec
Equation [49] demonstrates thatS1 and S2 precess via
coupling that depends on the instantaneous orientation o
I-spin vectors relative to thez axis. But, returning to th
on-resonance condition, there is nothing in the vectordescrip-
tion of Fig. 5 to determine the rate of rotation ofI 1 andI 2 that
must drive the vector evolution. For single spin magne
tions, the classical model derives from the torque induce
the magnetization by the RF field. From Eq. [48],df/dt
indicates an instantaneous torque acting on the I-spin ve
equal toB1/(cosg 1 1), which doubles fromB1/ 2 toB1 during
the 90J pulse and averages=2B1/ 2 compared toBe

6 5
2B1. Thus the phenomenon is an interactive one in which

precession of the S spins passively depends on the orien
of the I 6 vectors, but the rotation of the I spins depends on
orientation of theS6 vectors and the strength of the RF fie

The complex vector evolution off resonance.TheI 1 andI 2

vectors remain antiparallel under all conditions, otherw
more than four spinstates would be generated, but their
tions are even more complex during off-resonance irradia
Simulations using column 1 of matrix [29] for initialSx indi-
cate that theI 1 and I 2 pair rotate around an axis who
orientation also varies with time producing spiral trajecto
For large offsets such thatBe ' Be

6 @ J, I 1 andI 2 spiral from
z and become spin-locked to the effective fieldBe soon afte

application of the CW irradiation and the picture reduces to
previous vectormodel of decoupling—this is explored
greater detail in Section 6. However, in general it is impos
to draw a predictivemodelfor off-resonance irradiation whe
B1 ' J/ 2 and simulations using matrix [29] are necessar
all cases at lowB1, on and off resonance, themeasurableI-spin

agnetizations do not rotate around constant effective
nd this negative property is independent of the initial s
tate. For classical IS rotations, individual terms in the 63 6
atrices are either sums or differences of terms for s

ector rotations, e.g., sina1sin u1 6 sin a2sin u2. In com-
parison, the individual nonclassical terms such asf 4 in Eq. [33]
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342 BENDALL AND SKINNER
are both sums and differences, and the rotation angle
ments,u1 and u2, are added and subtracted instead of
trigonometric terms. This is the mathematical expression o
entanglement of the I and S spins that provides the comp
of the spin physics off resonance. The collapse of 0.5[u1 2 u2]
to zero and 0.5[u1 1 u2] to u9 on resonance, yielding 43 4
matrix [40], permits the simple vector picture of Fig. 5 a
generates the same trigonometric functions as in the 63 6
matrix [23] for on-resonance conditions. At least in part, th
parallels ensure that there are 100% spinstate transform
for nonclassical rotations analogous to the classical co
sions already described in Section 2.

5. SPINSTATE TRANSFORMATIONS USING
NONCLASSICAL ROTATIONS

The 90J Pulse, the Sx 7 2SyI y Transformation, and
Continuous Uniform I-Spin RF Applied
on Resonance to Initial Sx

As noted in Section 2, it has been shown that eith
frequency-selective 180J or a 90J pulse can take the place
any consecutive combination of a hard 90° pulse and a (2J)21

free precession delay in any pulse sequence (8), and eithe
substitution increases the overall length of the delay b
modest 40% to (=2J)21. Classical 180J pulses are restricte
to excitation and polarization transfer steps, whereasJ

pulses involve the transverse antiparallel 2SxI y or 2SyI y states
and so are restricted to polarization transfer and multiple q
tum steps. In triple resonance pulse sequences it is poss
entirely nest a 90J pulse (but not a 180J pulse) in a long fre
precession period determined by an independent shorte
pling constant. This completely avoids increasing the
length of the pulse sequence even though the frequency o
nucleus has been restricted to a bandwidth of the order ofJ (8).

As for 180J pulses in Section 2, the bandwidth of 90J pulses
can be increased by increasing the RF amplitude, decre
the pulse lengthtP, and adding a delaytD. If the RF amplitude

FIG. 8. Generalized 90J pulse. A period of coupled free precession a
Fig. 4 produces a mixture ofSx and 2SyI z magnetization. As described in t
ext, it is possible to calculate an RF field,B1 . J/ 2, and pulse length such th
the I 1 andI 2 magnetization vectors rotate to the6y axes during the pulse
he same time asS1 andS2 precess to7y to produce pure22SyI y magneti-
zation.
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is increased tobJ/ 2, whereb $ 1, theI /I vectors of Fig. 5b
rotate faster and arrive at the transverse plane before theS1/S2

vectors have precessed to they axes, as depicted in Fig. 5d
might seem that a short delay would enableS1/S2 to preces
the remaining distance. They do, but the final result is no
required one—from Fig. 5d or matrix [40], the system
mixture of onlySx and 2SyI y after the pulse and from Fig. 4 a
matrix [41], Sx can only precess to 2SyI z, and 2SyI y is invari-
ant. However, if the delay is imposed first as in Fig. 8, the v
of b necessary to rotateI 1/I 2 to the xy plane in the tim
necessary forS1/S2 to precess to they axes can be determin
from matrices [40] and [41]. The derivation of the equati
for t p and tD for a generalized 90J pulse is similar to tha
described in Section 2 for 180J pulses. Indeed, with the fo-
ward and reverse conversions forSx 7 2SyI y enabled a
{ tD–90J[I, tP]} and {90 J[I, t p]–tD}, respectively, the pulse an
delay times are exactly determined by Eqs. [24] and [25
Section 2. However, off resonance, signal intensity follow
different equation to that for the 180J transformations and
given by

0.5@ f9~b
2 2 1! 0.5 1 f3#/b. [53]

his equation is discussed in Section 7 in comparison to sh
0J pulses.
The facile invention of generalized rectangular 90J pulses

eginning with a proposed vector diagram illustrates the v
f the on-resonancedescriptionsof the type given in Figs.
nd 8. In actuality, these vector pictures and their confirm
receded the development of the analogous generalizedJ

case. On-resonance vectordescriptionsfor continuous RF o
any amplitude applied to initialSx can also be obtained fro
the first-column terms of matrix [40]. For all values ofB1,
S1/S2 always reverse midway through each cycle, depicte
Figs. 5c, 5d, and 5e, to refocus to pureSx when the rotation o
I 1/I 2 is 180° atu9 5 360°. The cycle begins again from F
5a. AlthoughI 1/I 2 terminate along the7z axes but originat

long 6z, this transition at the end of each cycle is
iscontinuous becauseI 1/I 2 are of zero magnitude at this tim

For B1 . J/ 2, S1/S2 do not reach the7y axes by the tim
I 1/I 2 are transverse—the system is a mixture ofSx and
22SyI y, soI 1/I 2 are less than unit magnitude, as shown in
5d. For very largeB1, the precession ofS1/S2 during the RF
reduces to zero and, at the midpoint of the rotation,I 1/I 2 are
vanishingly small (the high-power approximation). ForB1 ,
J/ 2, S1/S2 have precessed past the7y axes at the midpoint o
each cycle as in Fig. 5e, and againI 1/I 2 are less than un
magnitude because the system is a mixture of2Sx and
22SyI y. TheS1/S2 vectors never precess as far as the2x axis
before reversing their motion, except in the limit ofB1 3 0 in
which case the vector motion becomes continuous free pr
sion. Pure22SyI y is only produced for the specific case
B1 5 J/ 2.
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343VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
Irradiation of One Multiplet Line: The Sx 7 2SyI x and the
Analogous 2SyI z 7 2SyI y Transformations

Further complexity is added for off-resonance irradiat
For example, the outcome for initialSx is given by the first
olumn elements of matrix [29] rather than matrix [40] for
n-resonance case. However a simplification might be
ected atDH 5 J/ 2 whereBe

1 5 (B1
2 1 J2) 0.5 andBe

2 5 B1.
In particular, 2SyI x is generated off resonance from initialSx

and, puttingB1 5 J/a, the equation for this spinstate simplifi
as

2SyI x 5 20.5f2 5 cos@u 1/ 2# 5 cos@~1 1 a2! 0.5p/ 2#,

[54]

when u2 5 p, i.e., t 5 (2B1)
21. The transformation is ob-

tained in 100% yield fora 5 (4n2 1 1)0.5, n a positive
integer. There is a remarkable parallel with the classical
experiment in thatB1 5 J/=3, J/=15, J/=35, J/=63, . . . ,
gives maximum conversion, but Eq. [54] differs from [
providing alternating62SyI x with incrementedn. The fre-
quency profile, given by the function20.5f 2, also differs

hese solutions illustrate the complexities off resonance
xample, forB1 5 J/=35, the I 1/I 2 pair originates on6z as
sual and rotates 1.25 revolutions around thez axis, passin

wice through the transverse plane, to arrive at6x after t 5
(2B1)

21. The rotation aroundz increases by an extra 0
revolutions for each increment ofn.

The conversion 2SyI z 7 2SyI y is similar to theSx 7 2SyI x

transformation. Beginning with the 2SyI z state, the yield o
2SyI y is given by 0.5f 9 for irradiation atJ/ 2, which reduces t

q. [54] under the same conditions.

FIG. 9. General description for on-resonance RF applied to initial 2SyI z.
(a) TheI 1 andI 2 vectors rotate around thex axis, the axis of application of th
B1 field, and decrease in magnitude as the initially antiparallelS1 and S2

vectors precess toward each other. (b) Atu9 5 908 I 6 are transverse and ha
eached their minimum size. At this point theS6 vectors reverse their directi

of precession to return to the6y axes, butI 6 continue rotating in the sam
direction increasing in size until they are of unit magnitude and inverted
thez axes. If the RF is continued fromu9 5 180° to 360° the picture is the sa
except thatS6 precess toward the2x axis and reverse, andI 6 rotate throug
he7y axes. At very low power,S1 andS2 almost reach the6x axes atu9 5
0° and 270° andI 1 and I 2 become vanishingly small.
.

x-

T

or

Continuous Arbitrary I-Spin RF Applied on Resonance
to Other Initial Spinstates

Vectordescriptionsof the outcome of RF applied to any
the other three spinstates can be generated as for initialSx in

ig. 5. Some examples have already been included above
everse transformations e.g., 2SyI y 3 Sx. On-resonance irra-
iation of 2SyI z is of interest for comparison with the moder

power vectormodeldiscussed below. A vectordescriptionis
readily generated using the terms in column 4 of matrix
and is drawn in Fig. 9. There is no special case forB1 5 J/ 2
as there is for initialSx. In all cases the precession ofS1/S2

reverses at times given byu9 5 2pBet 5 (2n 1 1)*908 (n
an integer) and becomes antiparallel again atn*1808. At high
RF power the precession ofS1/S2 becomes vanishingly sm
and the system oscillates between 2SyI z and 2SyI y (the high-
power approximation). With decreasing RF,S1/S2 have pre-
cessed further atu9 5 (2n 1 1)*908, but never quite con
verge on thex axis except in the limit ofB13 0 in which cas
he vector motion becomes coupled free precession. The
ion of I 1/I 2 is continuous, in propeller fashion, but nonlin
in time, revolving once foru9 5 360°.

For initial 2SyI x, the I-spin magnetization vectors rem
locked along theB1 x axis despite the contribution of the6J/ 2
coupling fields of the S spins to the effective fields. T
invariance to RF irradiation is given by the term of unity
column 2 of matrix [40] with all other terms zero.

Initial 2SyI y, given by the terms in column 3 of matrix [4
provides the most complex vectordescriptionof the four initial
spinstates and, to conserve journal space, has not been
here. However a complete cycle occurs for everyu9 5 360° (as
for initial Sx and 2SyI z) and it is notable that whenB1 , J/ 2
theI 6 vectors reverse their direction of precession twice du
each cycle. This double reversal of the rotation of the I-
vectors at low RF amplitude provides significant evide
against the notion that these rotations could be explicab
terms of a classical torque.

6. PREVIOUS STUDIES OF NONCLASSICAL ROTATIONS
AND APPROXIMATIONS AT HIGH AND MEDIUM

FIELD STRENGTH

There have been few previous studies of RF-induced
tions that include the transverse antiparallel states 2SyI x and
2SyI y. Some are in error and all are misleading in that
different effects at high, medium, and low RF power have
been adequately addressed. A quantitative analysis of th
ious results available from the QM-derived matrix [29] n
shows that there are four important regimes: high RF p
with B1 . 50J; medium RF corresponding to 50J . B1 .
5J; low RF for whichB1 , 5J; andB1 5 0.

g
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344 BENDALL AND SKINNER
High RF Field Strength, B1 . 50J, and the High-Power
Approximation

In their study of the illusions of spin decoupling, Levittet al.
(26) showed that a variable period of CW decoupling app
to spinstateSx prior to signal acquisition had no effect on
final signal. As a counterexample they applied the same
periment to initial 2SyI z magnetization and noted that
system oscillated between this initial spinstate and 2SyI y ac-
ording to

cos@2pB1t#$2SyI z% 2 sin@2pB1t#$2SyI y%. [55]

owever, their work was based on the premise thatB1 should
be “sufficiently strong.” Although presumably not intended
CW decoupling, this premise corresponds to the high-p
approximation summarized above in the form of matrix [
which on resonance reduces to

f~u@ x#! 5 3
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos@2pB1t# sin@2pB1t#
0 0 2sin@2pB1t# cos@2pB1t#

4 . [56]

With a trivial change in sign convention, Expression [55
identical to the terms in column 4 of [56], and the invarianc
initial Sx is given by column 1. Beneath the layer of phen-
ena observed by Levittet al. lies two other nonillusory laye
orresponding to medium and lowB1 power. To avoid a 1%

error for a 13C1H spin system, the CW RF applied to init
SyI z must have an amplitude of more than 7.5 kHz, other

signal in the form ofSx will be observed during decouplin
calculated from column 4 of matrix [40]). In broadband a
batic decoupling, 5% sidebands are easily generated fro
ource (6). Setting the lower boundary of the high-field
roximation to 50J limits simulation or spectral errors to le

han about 1–5%.
It is now well-known that the conditions expressed in ma

56] are sufficiently extreme as to provide our ability to preci
easurethe “unobservable” 2SyIy state by applying a hard 9

pulse to convert the spinstate to 2SyIz as mentioned in Section
bove. This conversion is given by the sine term in column

56].

edium RF Field Strength, 50J. B1 . 5J, and the Vector
Model of Nonclassical Rotations

RF of moderate power is most commonly encountere
ecoupling schemes, broadband adiabatic pulses, and se
roadband pulses. Typical descriptions of the mechan
nderlying decoupling methods assume that the RF inst
eously changes the state of the spin to which it is applie

hat coupling evolution proceeds with strengthJ in one direc
ion (before the spinstate flips) and then reverses and refo
d

x-

r
er
,

f

e

-
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y

of
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after the spin is instantaneously inverted (27). The effect of RF
on the strength of the coupling modulation is ignored and
is a poor approximation when the cycle time of the s
inversions are significant compared toJ as in adiabatic deco
pling. For CW decoupling, the detailed analysis by Ande
and Freeman (22) for all power levels indicated that the co
cept of spin flips is unnecessary, so there appear to be
separate mechanisms for decoupling.

We introduced an intuitive semiclassical vectormodelof J
modulation during I-spin irradiation (4), applied to initialSx,
and showed that, providedBe @ J, the model was in agreeme
with the exact equation (f 1 in matrix [29]) derived by Ander-
son and Freeman using Schro¨dinger QM. The model was bas
on the previous Heisenberg vectormodel for IS pulse se
quences, which had in turn been rigorously positioned w
the Heisenberg QM picture (14, 17). In the intuitive model, th
quantization axis of the I spins is assumed to be the axis o
effective fieldBe, which in turn determines an instantane
reduced coupling constantJr acting on the S spins. The pic-
rial aspect of the model is displayed in Fig. 10a. The m
accurately predicts the effective coupling constant during
spin-lock field (or CW decoupling) whenBe is constant in tim
and also during a single adiabatic pulse in the adiabatic
when the I-spin vectors remain aligned with a time-varyingBe

field that inverts during the course of the pulse (4). Extension
of the model to initial 2SyI j ( j 5 x, y, z) spinstates as depict

FIG. 10. Off-resonance vectormodelof I-spin irradiation. (a) For initia

x, the effective field axisBe is the quantization axis of the I spins, whereBe

and tilt anglea are defined in Eqs. [1] and [2]. The S-spin vectors prece
reduced coupling rate given byJ sin a. During this precession the I-sp

vectors grow along theBe axis in proportion to sing and are maximum and
nit magnitude equal toI max

6 whenS1 andS2 are antiparallel. (b) For ease
display, initial 2SxI y, instead of 2SyI y, is depicted. The preexistingI 1 and I 2

vectors rotate orthogonally aroundBe in the normal way at a rate ofBe Hz. The
S-spin vectors precess to and fro at a coupling rate ofJ cosf wheref is the
varying angle that the I-spin vectors make to thez axis. I 1 andI 2 decrease i
ize in proportion to sing asS1 andS2 precess apart. In the figure,S1 andS2

will reverse direction whenI 1 and I 2 reach the7y axes, andI 1 and I 2 are
depicted as having reduced in size slightly—they will increase in length
to unit magnitude whenS6 return again to the6x axes. The I-spin vectors f
initial 2SyI x and 2SyI z have a component aligned with theBe axis and anothe
orthogonal. The aligned component acts on the S-spins similarly to (a) a
orthogonal component similar to (b) with the overall time-dependent red
coupling constantJr being the resultant of both components—an examp

rovided in Fig. 4 of Ref. (5). Note that for clarity we have now explicit
dded the magnitude ofI 6 to themodel, as in the discussion of Fig. 4, rath

than rely on the previous implicit notion (4, 5) that the antiparallel spinstat
are given by sing.
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345VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
in Fig. 10b, and to adiabatic decoupling, provided results
were nearly identical to those of exact QM simulations.
visual approach of the model guided the optimization of
abatic decoupling schemes, often without need for det
calculation (5–7). Thus, by tracking the reduced coupling c
stant Jr acting on the S spins during I-spin irradiation, t
vectormodelhas consolidated the two separate mechanism
decoupling, mentioned above, into one picture.

The formulation of the exact QM equations, expresse
matrix [29], provides the opportunity to place this intuit
picture in a rigorous framework. The rules governing
vectormodelin the terms of our present nomenclature are

● For initial Sx (Fig. 10a), the effective fieldBe acting on the
I spins determines the quantization axis (in place of thez axis
in Fig. 4) such that the instantaneous coupling constant a
on the S spins isJr 5 J sin a, wherea is the normal angle o
tilt of Be from the xy plane. I-spin vectors,I 6, equal to the
vector sum of the antiparallel spinstates, are formed alon
Be axis in proportion to sing, where 2g is the angle betwee

1 andS2 as a result of any coupled precession;
● For initial 2SyI j (Fig. 10b), the preexisting I-spin vecto

otate linearly aboutBe in the normal way (i.e., at an angu
rate ofBe Hz). The instantaneous coupling constant is give
the sine of the angle theI 6 vectors make to thexy plane, o
J cosf wheref is the polar angle. The magnitude of the I-s
vectors decreases in proportion to sing, where the 2g angle
betweenS1 andS2 decreases from 180° as a result of cou
precession during the irradiation.

The justification of this vectormodelis greatly facilitated b
the general proof given in Section 4 that the precession o
S spins entirely depends on the orientation of theI 6 vectors
with respect to thez axis and that, under all conditions of R
amplitude and resonance offset, the instantaneous cou
constant isJ cosf. Since this is a central premise of both of
above rules, the only remaining task is to show that the m
accurately predicts theI 6 vectors. In the model, the effect
he 6J/ 2 coupling fields of the S spins on the I spins
gnored, soBe does not include a contribution fromJ and is
defined asBe

2 5 B1
2 1 DH 2. If B1 5 5J, failure to include

6J/ 2 produces an error of 0.5% inBe
6 on resonance and

maximum error of 5% at about 10J off resonance. However,
as been noted in Sections 4 and 5 that it is difficult to pre

he orientations ofI 6 off resonance from the QM expressio
without recourse to exact repetitive calculations, so the s
cion remains that larger errors might accumulate during
periods of I-spin irradiation between the vectormodeland the
QM equations, even whenB1 . 5J.

For initial 2SyI j on resonance there is no difficulty. F
initial 2SyI x, the RF is on the I-spin axis, the I vectors
spin-locked, and both the vectormodeland the QM equation
predict an invariant spinstate. For initial 2SyI y and 2SyI z the
propeller model of Fig. 10b applies with a horizontal effec
field. This is identical to the QM vectordescriptions,as in Fig
at
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, except for the 0.5% difference in cycle period correspon
o u9 5 360° and a similarly small variation in rate of rotat
uring each cycle given by the QM result. However, for
ff-resonance comparison it has been necessary to calcu
3 4 matrix of expressions for the vectormodelanalogous t
atrix [29] and to do a numerical comparison between the
xpressions and the model expressions. This showed th
esonance the vectormodel equations are accurate to be

than 2% for the simultaneous combination ofB1 . 2J, Be .
J, and t , (4J)21. On average the vectormodelperforms

better than this because these limits represent worst cas
in cyclic applications such as adiabatic decoupling the t
length errors are repeatedly refocused. Indeed, ifB1 or Be .
5J, we have found no practical applications where the lim
pulse lengtht causes any concern.

For initial Sx, the vectormodelassumes that theI 6 vectors
are aligned withBe. We have termed this the quantization a
by analogy with thez axis for coupled free precession—i
the vectormodelassumes that I-spin irradiation of initialSx is
an experiment that measures the equal probability of fin
the I spins aligned withBe and 2Be. But the QM-derived
expressions in matrix [29] are inscrutably silent about
notion of a quantization axis. Again, on resonance there
difficulty. The model depicts the quantization axis for
resonance RF as being transverse, and so the S spins e
ence no coupling. This is the well-known on-resonance
decoupling result. The relevant QM equation predicts s
bands at6Be

J (discussed above in relation to Eq. [43]),
these are less than 0.5% forB1 . 5J and by discarding term
in ( J/[2Be

J]) 2 the two results agree. Although we have pr-
usly proven that a similar close correspondence arise
esonance for initialSx and Be @ J (5), it is vital for the

theoretical rigor of the vectormodelthat we finesse the tilte
quantization axis from the exact QM expressions.

Again, a numerical approach suffices. Calculation of
antiparallel spinstates beginning with initialSx from the term
in column 1 of matrix [29] yields

total I 1/I 2 vectors5 0.5~ f 2
2 1 f 3

2 1 f 4
2! 0.5, [57]

Sx 5 0.5*f1 5 cosg, [58]

tan f 5 f4/~ f 2
2 1 f 3

2! 0.5, [59]

tan b 5 f3/f2, [60]

whereg andf are as normally defined andb is the phase ang
of the transverse component ofI 1 to they axis. Typical result
are shown in Fig. 11 forBe 5 5J. The growing I-spin vector
rapidly rotate to theBe axis, which is at 45° tilt above thex
axis, and then make small pseudo-circular precessions a
this axis of about 7° amplitude indicated by the oscillation
f andb. In terms of the total product operator states, the l
excursions of the I-spin vectors from theBe axis at the begin
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346 BENDALL AND SKINNER
ning, middle, and end of each cycle are when these vecto
small and so these excursions represent only a small dep
from the vectormodel. Thus the I-spin vectors are alm
continuously spin-locked alongBe, the postulated quantizati
axis, with the S-spin vectors precessing steadily at the exp
reduced coupling rate, which is an average of the exact in
taneous rate given by Eq. [49].

If Be is doubled, all excursions from the ideal vectormode
pattern are approximately halved and the quantization
dominates. Indeed the spin-locked pattern can still be disc
for effective fields as low as 3J/ 2. This pattern must inevitab
break down closer to resonance, and it undergoes a dra
change, asDH is reduced toJ/ 2, to the cyclicSx 7 2SyI x

interconversion described in Section 5. Nevertheless, we
say that, near enough, the vectormodelprovides a predictiv
picture of I-spin irradiation of initialSx off resonance for th
simultaneous combination ofB1 $ J/ 2 andBe $ 3J/ 2.

The above serves to determine the limits of analytical a
racy of the vectormodel,and the model does better than mi
be expected—the initial assumption thatB1 should be muc
greater thanJ tends to underestimate its striking performa
relative to the more precise limits described above. How
even though it is straightforward to derive and list a comp
set of analytical vectormodelequations for a 43 4 J-rotation

FIG. 11. Off-resonance plots of I-spin and S-spin vector positions du
f that I 6 make to thez axis, the phase angleb of I 6 to they axis, the magn
S2. The plots are versus the length of time the I-spin irradiation is app
assumingB1 5 3.5J, DH 5 3.5J, which ensures thatBe 5 5J. The plots w
90° throughout. Projection of the linear segments forg onto the time axis in
the midpoint of each cycle the magnitude of theI 6 does not quite reduce to
nvert along theBe axis andS6 reverse their direction of precession. Dat
inversion and for ease of presentationf andb are plotted as though the in
precessing continuously through the2x axis (zeroI 6) or reversing just sho
are
ure

ted
n-
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ed
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an
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matrix, i.e., the equivalent of matrix [29], there is no need s
the exact QM matrix now exists—there are no situation
which a good approximation would be advantageous ove
exact treatment when the two methods are applied in the
way and the effort of numerical calculation is similar. T
unique value of this vectormodel,separate from an exact Q
treatment, arises in situations where it is possible to num
cally (4) or analytically (5) integrate the reduced couplingJr

over an entire amplitude/frequency-modulated RF pulse.
approach obviates the need to repeatedly apply a ro
matrix for each time increment in the pulse, and it was use
advantage in this way in the detailed analysis of adia
pulses (4) and adiabatic decoupling (5–7).

In addition, we now suggest that the vectormodelshould be
used in combination with the exact QM equations of ma
[29]. The latter are too complicated to readily convey
overall picture of IS spin behavior off resonance and
tedious to repeatedly calculate exact vectordescriptions.The
proposition is that forBe greater than 3J/ 2, the picture is, nea
enough, that of the vectormodel. For B1 . 5J, numerica
errors in using themodel are less than about 1–5%, so
vector picture may be considered exact. Examples of the
bined use of themodeland matrix [29] are provided in the ne
section.

nonclassical rotations. Plots of the magnitude of the I-spin vectors (I 1), the angle
e of theSx spinstate, and the angleg, which is half the angle betweenS1 and
in units of 1/J s. The plots result from calculations made using Eqs. [57] to
be in exact agreement with the vector model iff 5 45° (Be at 45°) andb 5

tes thatS1 andS2 effectively refocus at=2/J s and 2=2/J s as expected. A
ro so thatS6 do not quite refocus on the2x axis. InsteadI 6 rotate rapidly an
oints used to construct the plots are not sufficient to accurately depict
ion has not occurred. Numerically, there is only a minor difference betS6

f refocusing (very small invertingI 6).
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347VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
Low RF Field Strength, B1 , 5J

For field strengths less than 5J, it is clear from the example
in Sections 4 and 5 that the QM equations of matrix [29]
required to exactly determine the behavior of an IS spin
tem. Apart from the pioneering work of Anderson and Free
(22) and later Waugh (23), which yielded the equation for th
f 1 term of matrix [29], there appear to have been only t
other studies at lowB1 amplitude relevant to nonclassical
rotations (25, 28, 29).

Henrichs and Schwartz (28) studied selective experimen
on individual multiplet lines but did not obtain any quantita
data for nonclassical rotations. Stollet al. (29) used the puls
sequence

90@S#–CW@I, J/ 2, t#–180@S#–t–acquire S signal,
[H]

here CW[I,J/ 2, t] signifies RF of constant amplitude appl
t a resonance offset ofJ/ 2 Hz for time t. The acquired

signal, which is refocused by the 180[S] pulse and thet delay,
comprises onlySx and 2SyI z. These are given by column 1

atrix [29] (with a sign change of one term for the 180° pul
ultiplied by rows 1 and 4 of [41] for thet delay, to yield

Sx 5 0.5~ f1cos@pJt# 1 f4sin@pJt#!; [61]

2SyI z 5 0.5~2f1sin@pJt# 1 f4cos@pJt#!. [62]

hese simple exact equations are not in agreement wit
omplex expansions provided by Stollet al.
A study by Davis (25) at low power did not discern th

undamental differences between classical and noncla
otations. The classical 180J S-spin rotation was correct

identified asSz3 2SxI z. But the nonclassical 90J rotation was
incorrectly assumed to beSx 3 2SyI x (I y 3 I xSx in the
terminology used in Ref. (25)), instead ofSx3 2SyI y, via 180°
otations around effective fields tilted at645°, by analogy with
he previous work of Brondeau and Canet (11). It is impossible
o rotate vectors around fields tilted at different angles and
hem antiparallel, so the confusion seems to have been wi
xpectation that the I spins originate in-phase from the1z
xis, as in an initial Boltzmann distribution, rather than a
arallel from6z as required for coupled partners to the in
-spin Boltzmann distribution. Again by analogy to class

otations, the correct pulse amplitude and length were use
he pulses were designated as “tP” pulses for 180° rotations o
engtht. These 90J (or tP pulses) were employed in pairs a
the offset dependence of the pairs was calculated by
method of Shaka and Keeler (30). That type of treatment dea

xclusively with the observable signal from initial in-phaseSx

magnetization and does not calculate the density matrix
function of its complete product operator components. T
there would have been no opportunity to evaluate interme
e
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states (as expressed in matrix [29]) and observe that all
netization was exclusively in the 2SyI y state at the midpoin
between the two pulses. These pairs of 90J pulses were used b
Davis to import selectivity into the standard heteronuc
spin-echo difference experiment (31, 32).

A recent QM study by Zwahlenet al. (33) has the appea
ance of relevance to low-power calculations by claimin
provide “complete expressions describing the evolutio
density terms” during adiabatic pulses applied toISn systems
but falls short of this goal. In transforming to a tilted frame
back again in a standard density matrix approach, Zwahlet
al. discarded important terms—for example, their treatm
does not predict any observableSx signal when irradiatin
2SyI z and thus is more consistent with the high-power app-
imation expressed in matrices [42] or [56]. In acknowledg
our vectormodelapplied to adiabatic pulses (4), and in partic
ular our concept of a reduced coupling constant, they s
“We demonstrate that a complete description of the evolu
of coherences is more complex than might be anticipate
the basis of a simple scaling of the coupling constant,” but
“that there is a decrease in rate at which the in-phase
antiphase components interchange.” Fortunately the se
notion is equivalent to a reduced coupling constant,
proven above in Section 4 for all conditions. Paradoxic
their QM treatment is not as accurate as the vectormodel,

hich does predict the evolution of all “coherences.” Ind
heir final result thatISn spin systems behave similarly w
respect to adiabatic pulses is assured without the effo
calculation by the vectormodelin which it is assumed that
Be @ J, the S spins do not affect the I spins at all, and so
number cannot matter. But, to be precise, if the exact
expressions of matrix [28] are used for simulations, there
effect from then spin number when using adiabatic pulses.
spins within aboutJ Hz of an edge of the bandwidth,Be ' J
at the beginning or end of an adiabatic pulse and so
numbern must affect the frequency profile at the extreme
bandwidth. This will be an important factor in the design
selective narrowband adiabatic pulses when these edge e
dominate.

Zero Field Strength and a Comparison with Classical
Rotations

The PO statesSx and 2SyI z are common to both the s
orthogonal spinstates involved in classical rotations and
four spinstates comprising the nonclassical kind. It was n
in Section 2 that a description of classical rotations requ
two initial QM inputs, the Boltzmann distribution of the
spins and the equal probability of finding the coupled I s
along 6z. With these two properties taken into account,
system is purely mechanical, hence classical. The more
plex nature of nonclassical rotations arises because o
involvement of the transverse antiparallel states, 2SyI x and
2SyI y, which are pure QM states with no mechanical analo
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348 BENDALL AND SKINNER
The transverse S-spin vectors comprising classical spin
undergo free coupled (mechanical) precession in the abse
an RF field, but those of 2SyI x and 2SyI y do not. This third QM
input for nonclassical rotations or transformations comple
dominates atB1 5 0 such that there are no rotations. W
ncreasing RF the influence of this input weakens and rota
ccur more readily and eventually become classical.
In the discussion of classicalJ-rotation matrix [22], the

igh-power approximation was mentioned but its limits w
ot quantified. We should use the same standard as i
iscussion of nonclassical limits: IfB1 5 5J, failure to include

6J/ 2 produces an error of 0.5% inBe
6 on resonance and

maximum error of 5% at about 10J off resonance; and so t
high-power approximation for classical rotations is opera
for B1 . 5J. This highlights a second major but rela
difference with nonclassical rotations: For classical rotat
the passive coupled I spins are always along6z, but for

onclassical transformations the passive S spins are tran
nd their variable rate of precession, which depends o
rientation of the I-spin vectors, must be assessed forB1 fields

up to 50J. Thus, for the nonclassical kind, it would be fair
state that the rotations of the I spins become classical forB1 .
5J but the nonclassical behavior of the passive S spins pe
to 50J: This is the regime of the semi-classical vectormodel

7. AMPLITUDE MODULATED J PULSES

New general methods can be expected from the provisi
general pictorial representations of IS spin rotations at an
power level: In Sections 2 and 5, 100% spinstate conver
have been calculated for uniform on-resonance RF of stre
B1 $ J/ 2 and at offsets of6J/ 2 for more selective conve-
sions whenB1 , J/ 2. The former can take the place of a
908–(2J)21 or (2J)21–908 combination in any pulse sequen
(8). The selectivity profiles of these various rectangulaJ
pulses are given by Eqs. [26], [27], [53], and [54]. The pro
for an ideal rectangular 90J pulse (Eq. [53];b 5 1; B1 5 J/ 2)
and the highly selective nature of this pulse, suitable
applications in protein NMR, has been demonstrated (8). How-
ever, simulations using Eqs. [26], [27], and [54] for the o
J pulses produce large sinc wobbles off resonance typic
rectangular waveforms and generalizing the 90J pulse to
higher power also introduces these wobbles. Thus in ge
rectangularJ pulses are not of a standard that would
acceptable for present-day selective NMR. But by ana
with normal amplitude modulated pulses, these sinc wob
can be suppressed by shapingJ pulses. For brevity, the fo
lowing summary is restricted to 180J and 90J pulses an
concentrates mainly on the latter.

All of the calculations in the preceding sections for cons
RF amplitude utilized the terms in single columns of
various rotation matrices. The calculation of the effec
amplitude modulation requires the repeated application o
appropriate rotation matrix, [22] or [29], for each rectang
tes
of
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pulse increment during the pulse shape (frequency modu
requires the input of phase for each increment as in m
[28]). Computer simulations show that, at least for simple p
shapes like gaussian or sinc, the lengthtP and the maximumB1

amplitude, RFmax, can be found by iteration converging
100% yield for a required spinstate transformation. This is
for any delay tD between zero and (2J)21 s thus proving
numerically, that any classical or nonclassical spinstate t
formation may be obtained with these RF shapes. The iter
search is assisted by starting with parameters for a rectan
pulse given by Eqs. [24] and [25], assuming the same av
RF amplitude for the shaped and the rectangular pulse.

The mechanism of a shaped 90J pulse on resonance is s
illustrated by Figs. 5a to 5c. TheI 6 vectors rotate to the6y

xes at a nonlinear rate, which is a combination of the no
ar rate for a rectangular pulse and the varying rate impos

he RF amplitude modulation. The length of the puls
etermined by the time required forS6 to precess 90°, an

FIG. 12. Frequency offset profiles for generalized half-gaussianJ

pulses. These were calculated by dividing the profile of theB1 amplitude (Eq
[63]) into 100 equal time increments of constantB1 amplitude and applyin
matrix [29] for each increment beginning withSx magnetization of21 units,
i.e., [Sx, 2SyI j ] 5 [21, 0, 0, 0]. The signal amplitude axis corresponds to
amount of 2SyI y produced. For an assumed timetD andDH 5 0, tP andB1

were obtained by iteration and values were accepted for finalSx and 2SyI z ,
1024 units on resonance. (a) The ideal rectangular 90J pulse obtained b
setting the truncation factor of Eq. [63] to 100% (a 5 2log 1; B1 5 J/ 2 Hz;
t p 5 (=2J)21 s; tD 5 0). (b) A half-gaussian pulse truncated at 10% (a 5
2log 0.1; B1 5 0.830J Hz; t p 5 0.625J21 s; tD 5 0). (c) A half-gaussia
pulse truncated at 1% (a 5 2log 0.01;B1 5 1.113J Hz; t p 5 0.593J21 s;

D 5 0). (d) As for (c) with the bandwidth at half height doubled (tD 5
0.271J21 s; B1 5 2.24J Hz; t p 5 0.275J21 s). The tD time was inserte
into the calculations with an initial application of matrix [29] for thetD value
with B1 5 0. (e) As for (d) with the bandwidth doubled (tD 5 0.387J21 s;
B1 5 4.47J Hz; t p 5 0.136J21 s). (f) As for (e) with the bandwidth double
(tD 5 0.444J21 s; B1 5 9.00J Hz; t p 5 0.0673J21 s). (g) As for (f)
with the bandwidth doubled (tD 5 0.473J21 s; B1 5 18.5J Hz; t p 5

.328J21 s).
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349VECTOR EVOLUTION IN AN IS SPIN SYSTEM DURING RF IRRADIATION
maximumB1 is governed by the overall RF power to ens
90° rotation of I 6—the iterative search matches these
values.

The cause and suppression of sinc wobbles for 90J pulses
can be discovered using the pictorial vectormodelestablishe
in Section 6 as being applicable forBe . 3J/ 2 and thu
resonance offsets.3J/ 2. The reason for the attenuated w

les for the ideal rectangular pulse in Fig. 12a compare
ther rectangular pulses (e.g., see Ref. (8)) is that, off reso
ance,I 6 are locked toBe, Be is tilted in thexzplane as in Fig

10a, and so no 2SyI y signal is generated. The wobbles in F
12a are produced to the extent that the I vectors rotate a
Be as the locking breaks down closer to resonance as disc
in relation to Fig. 11. For generalized 90J pulses there is
mixture of Sx and 2SyI z at the beginning of the pulse. T

revious remarks apply toSx, but off resonance a compone
of the I vectors of 2SyI z rotates aroundBe as in Fig. 10b
sinusoidally producing 2SyI y as a function of pulse length
requency offset, hence increased wobbles.

Similar reasoning shows that shaped pulses such as ga
r half gaussian suppress the sinc wobbles even for 90J pulses
eneralized to higher power. In addition, Friedichet al. (34)
ave shown that the large negative side lobes (signal m

ude' 20.8) produced by a normal gaussian pulse are m
educed for half-gaussian shapes, and this is also found
rue for J pulses. Thus, the offset profiles for theSx 7 2SyI y

transformation for a series of generalized half-gaussianJ

pulses are shown in Fig. 12. Figure 12c is the profile f
half-gaussian when there is no free precession period (tD 5 0)
for the spinstate conversion. This has a greater bandwidth
the ideal rectangular 90J pulse (Fig. 12a) because of the hig
maximum RF amplitude, RFmax. The RF amplitude modulatio
is given by

B1 5 RFmax exp@2a~t/tp 2 1!# 2, [63]

here a determines the truncation factor at the start of
ulse, set at the 1% level (log0.01 5 2a) for Figs. 12c to

12g. Setting this factor to 100% returns a rectangular 90J pulse
as in Fig. 12a and intermediate factors produce interme
profiles as in Fig. 12b.

Increasing RF amplitude and reducing the pulse length
fraction of (2J)21 as in Figs. 12d to 12g must eventua
eliminateJ modulation as a significant factor during the pu
and the 33 3 rotation matrix [15] again becomes applica
for simulations. Prior work has shown that the initial rec
gular 90° excitation pulse in a sequence can be replaced
gaussian (35) or a half-gaussian (36) pulse that occupies
mall part of a (2J)21 delay and that allowance should be m

for the effective period ofJ-coupled precession during t
pulse,t eff, wheret eff 1 tD 5 (2J)21. However, the periodt eff

was assumed to be 0.5tP for these shaped pulses; we have
ound a prior theoretical analysis that calculates this
o
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exactly; and the connection via generalized rectangularJ

pulses back to the work of Brondeau and Canet (11, 12) has no
been made. Calculations usingJ-rotation matrices determin
that for a gaussian shape,t eff 5 0.584tP at tD 5 0 andt eff 5
0.573tP for tD close to (2J)21 s for both 180J and 90J pulses
For half-gaussian pulses thet eff values are considerab
changed to(0.366 0.02)tP over the fulltD range for 180J and
o t eff 5 (0.8386 0.005)tP for 90J pulses as in Fig. 12. Th
result indicates that unsymmetrical 90J pulses will have th
advantage of increasing (2J)21 s periods by the smallest pr-
portion when inserted into pulse sequences. Overall,
simulations also show that using the assumption mad
Kessler and co-workers (35, 36) that t eff 5 0.5tP, simple
shaped pulses designed for single spin rotations can be s
tuted for any 90° pulse in a sequence with less than 10%
in S/N on resonance provided thatt eff is less than or about ha
of (2J)21 s. This loss can then be eliminated by experime
adjustment oftD and RFmax and the actual offset profile for t
pulse will be very similar to that for a single spin with the sa
RFmax.

This conclusion would seem to obviate the need for e
analyses of semi-selective 90° pulses in cases when the
width at half height is about 3J or more. However, if
bandwidth greater than 2J is chosen, the nominaltD period for
a simple shape such as half-gaussian can be used fo
application of an additional period of modulated RF to ob
a squarer selectivity profile. An example is provided in Fig.
where a half one-lobe sinc calibrated fortD 5 (4J)21 has bee
replaced by a half three-lobe sinc for whichtD 5 0.

FIG. 13. Frequency offset profile for an optimized half three-lobe sincJ

pulse. The profile for a half three-lobe sinc was calculated similarly to tho
Fig. 12 assumingtD 5 0. By iteration it was found that the squareness o

rofile could be improved by doubling the amplitude of the minor initial
ith the conditions for the overall pulse given by RFmax 5 1.8J and tP 5

0.58J21.
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350 BENDALL AND SKINNER
8. CONCLUSIONS

A weakly coupled two-spin system is central to high-re
lution NMR because almost all pulse sequences used fo
elucidation of molecular structure depend on the transfe
information between nuclear spins via the scalar coupling.
study provides a comprehensive survey of the analytical f
for the orthogonal states produced from any initial pro
operator IS spinstate under arbitrary RF conditions applie
one spin (1). The complete set of exact equations encompa
all previous research on a two-spin system and is applica
homonuclei and heteronuclei.

The analysis clearly separates two kinds of spin rotatio
transformations that we have described above as classi
nonclassical. The first kind can be considered as includin
spinstate interconversions except those involving the an
allel transverse states, 2SxI x, 2SyI x, 2SxI y, or 2SyI y. Two QM
assumptions are required for the initial conditions prior
classical rotation: The magnetization of one of the spins
derived from a thermal Boltzmann distribution; and one of
spins has an equal probability of being found along6z. During
the rotations, no further QM principles are needed, and
result can be exactly determined as the classical rotation
magnetizations of one spin about two effective fields, w
are the resultant ofB1, resonance offset, and the6J/ 2 cou-

ling fields of the other spin along6z. Various spinstat
ransformations that occur in 100% yield can be found f
his vectormodel or from the corresponding equations.

1 . 5J the influence of scalar coupling during the
rradiation can be neglected: the high-power approximatio
perative.
Nonclassical rotations always include the transverse an

allel states, either transiently or as an initial or final s
hus, for irradiation of an I spin, the nonclassical kind invo

nterconversions of the four spinstates,Sx, 2SyI x, 2SyI y, and
2SyI z. The nonclassical behavior arises from the well-kn
invariance in time of the 2SyI x and 2SyI y spinstates whenB1 5
0, which is strictly quantum mechanical. Within the Heis
berg picture of quantum mechanics, for example, this phe
enon is ascribed to the physical concept that whenever o
the IS spins flips its orientation in the transverse plane
other spin must also flip (14, 20, 21). The nonlinear RF-in

uced rotations for smallB1 are dominated by such QM effe
from the correlated spins, but these effects become less im
tant with increasing RF field. At intermediate strengths, co
sponding to 5J # B1 # 50J, a semi-classical vectormode
(4, 5) can be employed with a high degree of accuracy in w
the rotations of the I spins are classical or they are spin-loc
At all field strengths, the passive S spins precess via a red
coupling constant that is exactly determined by the cosin
the polar angle of the I-spin vectors. ForB1 . 50J the I-spin
rotations may be considered to be instantaneous with no
nificant S-spin precession from coupling during the applica
of RF to the I spins.
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At low power, vectordescriptions,obtained by tracking th
I- and S-spin magnetizations in time using the QM equat
are helpful in analyzing the 100% spinstate conversions a
able via nonclassical rotations. Taken together with the cl
cal transformations, the overall analysis yields a general m
of substituting frequency-selective pulses into existing p
sequences. Potentially, by utilizingJ-modulated precessio
during selective pulses, any combination of a 90° pulse a
(2J)21 period in any pulse sequence can be replaced w
shaped selective pulse of any bandwidth. One important r
is that, provided that the length of the shaped 90° puls
approximately half the length of the (2J)21 period or less
selective pulses that have been calibrated for single spin
tation can be inserted directly in place of any 90° pulse
sequence. The modest loss ofS/N resulting from the singl
spin assumption can be regained by experimental calibra
However, the remainder of the delay period may be use
impose a longer RF pulse and so improve the squareness
off-resonance profile at the selected bandwidth—for non
sical rotations, this concept is guided by the vectordescription
on resonance and the vectormodeloff resonance. These puls
may be designed by numerical simulation using the analy
forms of Eqs. [22] and [29] or the more efficient algorithms
Ref. (1).

Beginning with the work of Freeman and coauthors
J-coupled evolution 2 decades ago (37, 38), vector picture
have played a major role in the invention of the fundame
units of heteronuclear pulse sequences: for example, va
spin-echo methods (e.g.,31, 32); INEPT (38); the basic four
pulse HMQC sequence (20); and the IS spin version of DEP
20). Physical pictures, such as the Heisenberg vector m
14), combined the notion of classical rotations at high po
ith quantum mechanical principles at zero power (to c
ith the transverse antiparallel states) to provide an ov
emi-classical description of heteronuclear experiments. T
hysical descriptions were less important in the develop
f coupled homonuclear experiments because of the a
omplexity of the numerous signal pathways generate
imultaneous I/S pulses, but are still valid, as illustrated
reeman (19). Recently we extended the ambit of IS s
ector pictures with the semi-classicalmodelthat is applicabl
o adiabatic pulses and decoupling at intermediate power l
4, 5). The comparison of these vectormodelswith calculations
f measurablemagnetization vectors using exact QM eq

ions, presented here, shows that these pictorialmodelscover
he entire range of IS spin experiments except any RF-ind
otations involving the transverse antiparallel states at
ower in the range 0, B1 , 5J. The evolution of I- an

S-spin magnetizations in this modest region can be calcu
directly from the analytical equations or envisaged from
various examples illustrated in the figures in this article
providing a continuum of physical pictures over all poss
conditions. These pictures comply with an accelerating t
toward a “visual language” which, according to Horn (39), is
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more efficient in summarizing data and conveying com
ideas.
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